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M’lHIU!

THAT TIIY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VI.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1836.

NO. 16.

or poor, high or low, who would heartily ap congregation, old and young, with but very few have tribulation, and that they should suffer bleeding beneath the sword of the civil magis
prove of, join in, or gladly forward, such an un exceptions, is engaged for the payment of a persecution. It is unnecessary to quote exam trate: Nay, in Ireland itself Popery is decided
From the Friend.
dertaking, are hereby invited to give a small small sum monthly. The result will be gratify ples to convince him who has any acquaintance ly upon the decline: to testify which we may
testimony of their inclination, that they may en  ing, especially as regards the spiritual benefit with the history of the church, that these de adduce a most competent witness in Mr. NanTHE WORKS OF GOD.
“O Lord! how manifold are thy works; in wisdom hast joy the satisfaction of forming a communion, to the contributors themselves—He that water- clarations and predictions have been abundantly gle of Achill, who in a recent letter to Dr.
thou made them all: the earth is full of thy riches. So is the most useful, the most comfortable, and the eth shall be watered also himself.” The mem verified ; so that many might say in regard to MTIale, says; “In reference to the Bishop of
the great sea, wherein are things innumerable, both small most exalted in the world. Direct, A. B. C., bers of St. Peter’s Church, Ashtabula, as re the affairs and hopes pertaining to this life, vve London s statement concerning the increase of
and great.”—Ps. civ.
with the Editor.”
ported by the Rector, the Rev. Seth Davis, are of all men most miserable. Nevertheless Protestanism in Ireland I must testify, even at
Upon the rolling sea,
“ Next day the two following answers were “ make weekly offerings to different objects of they are not void of happiness. Although in the hazard of again exciting your indignation,
Upon the firm fixed land,
received:—If A. B. C. will open a subscription benevolence in the Church as the Lord hath stead of shining in the pomp and glory of the that it quite accords with my own experience.
Oh God! unerring lines there be
for a translation of the New Testament into prospered them.” The Rev. Intrepid Morse, world, they may be cast out as evil, those who I have travelled much through this province;
Of thine Almighty hand.
the Persian and Moorish languages (under the Rector of St. Paul’s Church, Steubenville, re love the law of God have great peace. They and, in every parish, I have found among the
Nature is, as a book
direction of proper persons), lie will meet with ports, in addition to collections, sixty dollars as are in a state of reconciliation with God; they most exemplary of the Protestants a greater or
Traced with immortal pen,
every assistance he can desire, and a competent “ Sunday offerings." And the Rev. Benjamin have an approving conscience; they wish well less number of persons who had been educated
Where high and low alike may look,
Among the sons of men.
number of subscribers to defray the expense.’ I. Haight, Rector of St. Paul’s Church, Cin to all mankind, and strive to do them good.— in the Church of Rome, and lately abandoned
Another; ‘ The Rev. Mr. J. having read the ad cinnati, records “the recent adoption of the Blest with the smiles of Jehovah, nothing of its communion. Of ten individuals, who have
Nothing so great, so high.
But owns God’s sovereign will;
vertisement of A. B. C. in this day's paper takes plan of weekly offerings, from which we antici fends them. Though persecutions assail, and from time to time assisted me in the spiritual
Nothing so lowly, hut his eye
the earliest opportunity to express his satisfac pate a large increase of the annual contribution slander cast her venomous darts, they are shield work of this mission as readers or schoolmasters
Sees, and protects it still.
tion at a proposal for the more effectually pro to the funds of our diocesan and general insti ed by conscious integrity, and abide under the eight were persons of this description; all (and
The stars that nightly rise
shadow of the Almighty. They are prepared some of them with large families) had come out
pagating and making known the truths of the tutions.’ '—Mission ary.
In the blue vault above,
Christian religion in this country of supersti
for prosperity or adversity, sickness or health, from Popery. This, sir, I think, looks like an
Point to the Throne beyond the skies,
life or death, earth or heaven. Thus time pass increase of religion in Ireland: and in the waning
tion, idolatry,and in eligion; and for setting forth
Pure source of light and love.
From the New Orleans Observer.
the excellencies of that holy institution, so re
es with the servants of God until the closing of that sacredness which once encircled the
SUDDEN CONVERSION.
The waters wide and deep,
plete with the means of rendering mankind hap
scene.
(Romish) priesthood—in the loud and almost
And all within them found,
‘Death then is welcome, though life still is sweet.’
I do not believe in these sudden conversions,
py, both here and hereafter, most cordially of
universal complaints of their avarice and rapa
Tell of a hand stretched out to keep
fers his services for promoting and encouraging said Captain S. to me, as I was speaking with
They rise to meet the Lord in the air, city— in the growing disgust which recent dis
The sea within its bound.
so laudable an undertaking, and will think him him on personal religion. Men cannot become and to dwell forever in his presence. They go, plays of their arrogance and tyranny have en
The earth in verdure clad,
self happy if he can beat all instrumental in good all at once. We agree precisely in our where freed from dull mortality and the trials gendered in the Roman Catholic aristocracy—
The flower that yearly springs,
Whose fragrance makes the spirit glad,
bringing it to any degree ofsuccess. Mr. J------ views, Captain, said I. The Bible teaches us of life, they shall enjoy perfect, unchanging and in the bold and wide-spread testimony which
These speak of heavenly things.
one (Romish) priest has borne against the inno
from the above reasons, therefore, wishes for that the path of the just is as the rising light.— endless felicity.—Morning Star.
an opportunity of conferring with the adverti It first dawns faintly, then steals along up the
vations in doctrine, and the monstrous impuri
Too beautiful to be
Born but to mix with dust;
ser on the occasion.’ ” Mr. Thomas then goes sky, and after a time the sun lifts its head above
ties in practice, of his brethren—in the manly
From the Churchman.
No! types of things we hope to see:
on to say, “ I have never yet found out who was the horizon, and pours forth a flood of undubious
separation of other priests from the Roman
A
NEW-YEAR
’
S
GIFT.
Such is the Christian’s trust!
the author of the anonymous note; and as to light. In the same sweet and gradual manner
It is the custom amongst men to present gifts church—and as the result of these combined
The mountains, rocks, and hills,
Mr. J., he was chaplain to the Presidency, and does Christian character progress. But it begins to each other at the beginning of each new- causes, in the growing suspicion that Popery
The desert, lone and drear,
I was afraid to answer him, lest I should be at some point of time, does it not? Is it not es year. Why should it not be deemed appropri may be false, and that Protestanism may be true
Where, tho’ the dew and rain distil,
scouted; for I had heard him preach, and the sential to the very idea of a beginning, that it be ate for us, at the same period, to make such and the growing persuasion that the Bible is
No offerings appear:
sermon as well as the text was, ‘The unknown instantaneous? We never speak of a beginning offerings as we can to the supremeGiver of all the criterion by which the merits of conflicting
Each has its written page—
God.’ This well-worded note of his was intend as if it were made up of parts, and had itself a good? He deserves our highest regards infi opinions must be tried—in all these points I dis
And he that runs may read,
ed, I suppose, merely to find me out; and I beginning and middle and end.
Lessons, inscribed for youth and age
nitely more than the best beloved of our fellow- cover the germ of a still greater growth of Pro
Well, you may be correct metaphysically
In every hour of need.
have certain reasons to believe that the adver
men; and, as our Preserver during the old year testanism in this country,” In England, Roman
tisement gave him offence. The following year speaking, the first ray of light does not come might reasonably expect, at the beginning of a Catholic chapels have sprung up rapidly, but
Why should our spirits fail?
being at a house in London, where the Rev. gradually, but after all, practically, men do not new one, some extraordinary manifestation of we are far from thinking that they furnish a true
Why doth our faith decay?
God hears the feeble sparrow’s wail—
Mr. N------ -bad just called I heard that a Gospel become Christians but onlyafter longreflection. our gratitude and love. What should it be? test of the hold of Popery upon the public mind.
“And are we less than they?”
Minister was going out to Bengal, and that Mr.
I agree with you there too, Captain. Do you
They have risen under peculiar circumstances
Nay Christian! wherefore yield ?
N----- had reasons to think there were religious remember our friend Thomas B? Yes, he was What will the Almighty accept at our hands ? but we do not believe that Papery will become
There
is
a
fable
by
the
distinguished
Lessing,
a
Tho’ strength seems well nigh gone,
stirrings in that country, as he had read a cer a first rate man. There was no fanaticism in his
deeply rooted in the soul; naj , it is even pos
Take up again the heavenly shield,
tain advertisement in a newspaper, of such an character, He was a calm, sober, intelligent German poet, whose appropriate moral may sible that its proximity to Protestanism will in
And gird thy armour on;
import. Just as I was returning the first time, Christian ; and I was not surprised to see his answer these questions.
“When Jupiter celebrated the feast of his the issue tend to subvert it. We have heard
Onward, thro’ storm and calm—
I found out Mr. W------ , who kept an Europe composure and happiness on his death bed. I
marriage,
and all the animals brought presents already the language which Dr. Murray and
Onward in hope or fear—
shop in Calcutta, and appeared to be a truly was present when he died. He took me by the
Mr. O’Connell feel it necessary to employ; and
In Gilead thou wilt yet find balm,
hand, and looked up in my face with an ex to him, Juno missed the sheep.
pious
man.
I
learned
by
him
there
were
a
Mr.
And a Physician near!
‘Where is the sheep?’asked the goddess.— though this spirit of moderation, this recognition
G------ , and a Mr. C-------up the country, (at pression which I can never forget. Captain,
of Protestants as “beloved fellow-Christians;”
Malda, about 250 milesfrom Calcutta,) and one said he, we have been warm friends, let me meet ‘Why does she neglect to bring us her well- should be only a weapon of policy, yet it may
meaning
present?
’
S E L F-E XAMINATION;
or two more, who were religious oeople. Mr. W you in heaven. You are convinced, your judg
‘Be not angry, O Goddess!’ replied the have a powerful effect upon the Roman Catholic
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY ------ returned to England with a considerable
ment 13 sa isfied of the worth of religion. Do
laity who have been kept together hitherto by
IN THE YEAR.
fortune. J came back also, and was baptized not any longer withhold your heart. Come now hound; ‘I have seen the sheep to-day, she was
being taught that theirs was the only Christian
in London, in 1785, and began to exhort in pri to your Saviour. You must be decided. He sadly troubled, and complained aloud.’
church, and that they ought to anathematize
FEBRUARY.
The
goddess
was
moved.
‘
Why,
’
said
she,
continued
to
gaze
in
my
face
with
a
wistful
look.
vate societies; and consulting the Rev. M_____ ,
and labor to exterminate every trace of Protes
5. I confess to God, that I sin hourly; but when told he advised me to go another voyage, which I I could not speak. Yes, said he, you must be ‘did the sheep complain?’
‘She lamented thus ; I, poorest one : I have tantism. When their priesthood are forced to
of one distinct fault by a fellow-creature, do I justify or de accordingly did; and sailed a second time to decided. These were the last words he said to
descend from this high ground, and to break
ny it?
Bengal, in 1786, with the same captain and offi me. I did believe then, that I should have been now neither wool or milk! What shall I give to
6. Does the recollection of what I do not, prevent my cers, ai«j in the same ship as before. * * * a Christian before this time. Well, it was our Jupiter? Shall I alone appear empty before down the first barrier the laity will be very apt
to overleap the mound, and look abroad upon
boasting of what I do?
“ In the year 1787 I began to speak and write speaking of a sudden conversion that led me to him ? No: I will ask the shepherd to offer me
the world for themselves, and form their own
in
sacrifice
to
him.
’
7. Do I compare myself with others, or with the holy the Bengalee; till the month of June or July, I mention the case of poor Thomas. Don’t call
At this instant the smoke of the sacrificed conclusions.
was engaged at Calcutta, and preached to a few him poor, say rich Thomas, said the Captain,
law of God ?
sheep, an odor most pleasing to Jupiter, arose
8. Does the free and full salvation of the Gospel fill me Europeans there. In 1788 I could converse as he brushed the tears away from his eyes. It
From the Churchman.
through the clouds, accompanied with prayer
is
true,
I
replied,
he
is
rich
now,
for
he
is
heir
with grow ing confidence, and, at the same time, with hum freely with them, especially with those I was
TESTIMONY IN FAVOR OF EPISCOPACY.
And
now
Juno
would
have
wept
her
first
tear,
well acquainted with. In 1789 I began to find of all things. Well, when he first came to our
bling self-abasement?
In the course of his researches, in preparing
session to ask us to admit him as a membe/of I C0?Jd tearsimoistei‘ a" immortal eye.”
9. Do I take up the word of God, in a childlike teacha my pronunciation was very defective, and con the church, we were not acquainted with him,
Here is the mn ror of perfect devotion. How these pages the author has met with an attesta
sequently
my
preaching,
for
the
most
part,
ble spirit?
could not be understood. I had also began to and asked him the circumstance of his conver- un^art 1 Y ^aiI IS her image! Reader, who hast tion so unexpected to the Mpcdiency of a gov
10. Is every moment of my Sabbath-time precious to
translate. I remained the second time from the sion. Two weeks ago last Sabbath evening said 01 J'ast noL?t 1,er. °^erinos to make, give thyself ernment essentially Episcopal, that he here
me; or do I bring guilt on my conscience, by carelessly
he, I was passing by---------- Hall, and saw it |to God’ We!l’ indeed> mayest thou say:
presents it. It comes from the Baptists, and is
middle of 1786, till the end of 1791.”
squandering it?
to be found in the record of the proceedings of
“Were the whole realm of nature mine,
In 1792 Mr. Thomas returned to London, lighted, but for what purpose I did not know.
11. Does my gentle dealing with myself shew me, that,
that sect in Virginia. In an association of the
That were a present far too small;
and we find the following minutes of a meeting Just as I came opposite, there came up a little
Love, so amazing, so divine,
without the convincing Spirit of Christ, I never shall get
churches held in 1774, it was determined that
held at Northampton, Nov. 13, 1792.
“ The dash of rain—I stepped in. Mr.------ -—was
Demands my soul, my life, my all!”
to the bottom of my heart?
apostles were officers which still belonged to the
committee was informed that Mr. John Thomas preaching on the subject of immediate repen
Add then:
Church of Christ; this was founded on Eph. iv.
a Baptist minister, (the advertising sailor.) was tance. I had not heard a sermon for a year and
11.12.13.
“Here, Lord, I give myself away;
T H E O BS E RV E R
then in London, and that he much wished, by half. It seemed to meet my case as much as if
’Tisall that I can do;”
The association having thus determined, proa subscription, to return to his work, and to take the preacher bad known all my history, and had
From the London Patriot.
some fellow laborer with him.” The commit made the sermon on purpose for me. I had a and the plaudits of heaven shall proclaim a new ceded “ to the choice of an apostle,” and the
benefactor ofthe universe.
individual was set apart bv having the hands of
THE FATHER OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN tee agreed to inquire into his character; and on great many different feelings in that hour.—
Yes; he that has commenced this new year, every ordained minister laid on him. “His work
INDIA.
January 9th, 1793, they reported that they had Sometimes I felt angry with the preacher. Then
___
by a perfect dedication of himself to God, has was to pervade the churches, to do, or at least
Sir—‘.‘ Christianity in India” is now contem received satisfactory accounts of Mr. Thomas, I said to myself, they are all a set of fanatics.
plated with the most delightful satisfaction by and the result of his late labours in India were There is no philosophy in all this. Then my { doiie more than tIle teixiporal disposer of a world to see to work of ordination, and to set in order
wn on by the argument. My momo” can do’ He.has commenced a career of higher things that were wanting, and to make report to
truly philanthropic minds, both in Great Britian communicated. It was then “ Resol ved, That mind was drawn
gR’ing unmingled happiness for life the next association.
and America. They perceive many of the de there appears to bean open door for preaching ther’s early instructions and prayers came up, Sood»
ent‘re family of man. lie will shine as a
'lhe subject underwent much discussion, and
graded Hindoos “ turned from darkness to light the gospel to the Hindoos. That from what and before the minister had concluded his dis’- tw
it
is
said by the Baptist historian that the warmth
course,
I
resolved
to
take
his
advice,
and
begin
star
*
n
l
J
ie
firmanent
of
heaven,
will
glitter
as
we
have
heard
of
the
character,
principles,
abil

and from the power of Satan unto God;” and
they reflect upon the gigantic labors of Carey, ities, and success of Mr. T. an union with him that very eveningto seek God with all my heart. ! a jewtd ‘n ^e crown of his Redeemer, for ever of the debate ex ci t ed against some a strong sus
picion of vanity and ambition. Soon after two
and Ward, and Marshman, and Martyn, and in this important business is desirable: and that I went home, and lest my mind should be divert- and ever*
Such a gift will not be without a return of others were appointed apostles. The plan was
Buchanan, with lively gratitude to God. These should Mr. Thomas accede to the proposal the ed from my purpose, retired immediately to my
great rnen have been justly honored as the foun committee will endeavor to provide him a com room, and took up my Bible. I happened to incalculable value. “Return unto me, and I at length abandonedt, he unholy passions which
ders of genuine Scriptural Protestantism in paoion.”On the evening of the same day Mr. T. open it at the parable of the prodigal son. It will return unto you, saith the Lord.” The ve have been hinted at, it is probable were exer
ry Fountain of all blessing will bestow himself cised in the effort to make it nugatory; but be
India; and their names will never cease to be arrived, cheerfully accepted the invitation, and seemed to me my own case, and I resolved that
in the fulness of love and favor upon thelowest of this as it may, the Apostles made but a dis
venerated in the church of Christ. Their ser after much interesting conversation on the busi I would arise and go to my heavenly father.__
his intelligent creatures, wherever the first will be couraging report of their success to the asso
vices, especially those of Marshman and Mar ness agreed to go out in the spring. Mr. Ca I did so. I kneeled down and began to confess
reciprocated, not in amount, but simply in kind. ciation, and none ot"!iers were ever appointed.
tyn, and the venerable Carey, can never be for rey, of Leicester, who was present at the time, my sins. The thought that God, as a kind FaThe heart, though of a creature, is the adequate They were viewed as officers of human appoint
gotten; and unnumbered millions, yet unborn, agreed to go with him. On Thursday morning ther, stood waiting, ready to forgive and receive
exchange for the personal regards of the Crea ment merely, and this may explain the facts of
in India, will bless their names as the transla June 13th, 1793, Messrs, Carey and Thomas me’ quite overcame me and broke my heart.— tor himself.
opposition to them and of their final suppres
I We received him to the communion of the
tors of the Holy Scriptures into the various lan sailed for India.
The design of these reflections cannot he sion. “ This,” says our authority, is only the
From the above interesting details, we learn ' church. You know what his course of life has
guages of the East.
John Thomas, however, seems to deserve the not only what a sailor may be instrumental in been. His character rose in intelligence, and mistaken; it is to induce the reader, if he has old plan of bishops, &c., under a new name;”
honor of being called, if not “ the Father of doing under the direction and blessing of a purity, and usefulness, gradually, like the ris not so commenced his year, to redeem his time and either the spirit of free government ran
Christian Missions in India,” yet to be entitled gracious Providence and what India owes to a ing light, till the day of his death. Yes, and if by an instant, unreserved, perpetual surrender loo high among the churches to submit,” or the
to be regarded as the tl Father of Christian Mis sailor—the first to open the Gospel commission I had taken his advice and been decided then, of his heart to the love, and his life to the ser thing “not being from God, soon fell.” What
vice of God. He knows that every other search ever may have been the cause of its discontinu
sions to the Hindoos.” The guide and friend to the degraded Hindoos,—but especially what I might have been a happy Christian now.
Captain; said I, my dear friend, take his ad- for good is vain; he knows that this alone re ance,the fact of its introduction would seem
of the lamented Carey in his mission to India, auxiliaries sailors may become to the cause of ■
he appears to have been the first Englishman, Christian missions, when they have been evan vice now. It is not too late. Be decided.— mains as worth his trial. Every rational thought to intimate that the necessity was felt of some
Arise and go to your Father. It is more than every noble emotion, must prompt him to show thing like episcopal supervision. Semple’s His
at least that ever preached the pure gospel of gelized and instructed at home.
*
*
*
#
fifty years, that you have thought seriously of for his Maker and Redeemer not less of grate tory of the Rise and Progress of the Baptists in
Christ to that people in their native language ;
religion. It will not be a hasty decision if you ful respect, of affectionate regard, than upon Virginia, pp.58,’59.—Dr. flawks His. of the Ch.
I am, sir, yours faithfully.
and John Thomas was a sailor!
begin now. I know it, said he; the idea that I the return of a new year, men are accustomed
John Timpson,
Sailors, therefore, are entitled to be regard
1'rom the Church Missionary Register.
could not begin at once, has always kept me to exhibit for each other; and if in heart he will
One of the Secretaries of the British and
ed as eminently capable of serving the cause of
GREEK SCHOOLS.
from becoming a Christian. Will you pray with make any demonstration of love, what can it be
Oct. 23, 1835.
Foreign Sailor’s Soc.
Christ; and with a view to excite an interest in
me? I will begin now. We were alone in his less than the gift of himself?
Since my last I have visited Vourlah and Mag
the m'md of the many wealthy persons who have
I have written briefly: “ A word to the wise nesia. At Vourlah; we held the examination of
parlor. We fell upon our knees, and I fervent
derived their property from the riches of India,
OFFERINGS OF THE CHURCH IN OHIO.
ly begged of God to confirm that resolution by is sufficient:” for the fool no expostulations or our Schools, which, I can safely affirm, is the
in favor of sailors, I take this mode of commu
We have inserted before, the decided testi
nicating some particulars concerning that de mony of Bishop Mcllvaine to this plan of sys his Holy Spirit. We arose. I only caught a entreaties, though fully, though divinely set first of its kind ever witnessed there. At the
forth will avail.
*"
C. S. A.
voted, philanthropic, Christian mariner.
examination of the High Schoo! of boys and
tematic charity. In the parochial reports we glimpse ofhis agitated countenance. He turn
Morristown, N. J. January 2, 1836Writing to Dr Rippon, he says, in a letter are pleased to find it frequently referred to as ed and looked out of the window to conceal his
girls, two Turkish Imams, who were present,
and who could not even understand Greek, see
dated August 25, J792, “In 1783, I sailed in in use among the parishes, and always with ex tears. After a moment he passed quickly to
DECLINE OF POPERY.
ing two girls of five and a half years old read
capacity ofsurgeon of the Oxford, Indiaman to cellent results. “ It gives me much pleasure his chamber.
The following remarks on the present state the Psalter, and answer to questions on Sacred
The next day his family and friends could all
Bengal. On my arrival in Calcutta I sought for to state,” says the Rev. E. Boyden, Rector of
religious people, buc found none. After this, I Trinity Church, Cleveland, “that the Vestry, say, “ Behold he praveth!” for household devo and prospects of Popery indifferent countries History and the Elements of Geography ex
advertised for a Christian, and that you may not in accordance with the new organization of our tion was immediately instituted. No matter in Europe, are from the London Christian Ob claimed, “ the end of the world is come !” And
server for November.—N. Y. Observerat the Infants School, the women shed tears of
jj. J.
misunderstand me, I shall give you a copy of Missionary system have taken up the subject of when he became a Christian.
Upon the continent of Europe we find Popery joy on hearing their children answer so readily
the advertisement from the India Gazette of Missions, and have resolved on a plan of weekly
every where crippled: its civil power is moulding to so many questions, which themselves knew
November 1, 1783;__
offerings, from which I anticipate the best re
THE SERVANTS OF GOD.
to its downfall: and even in Spain itself, one of not, both on religion and useful subjects. I
“ Religious Society.”
sults.,
I he Rev. Erastus Burr, Rector of St.
The servants of God have no promise of tem its strongest fortresses, while Don Carlos is at
“A plan is now forming for the more effectu Johns Church, Worthington, reports, that “a
must confess, considering the short time that
poral prosperity; they are taught to expect tri tempting for political purposes to concentrate these schools have been established, (between
ally...spreading
, . - the knowledge
.
a of Jesus
------- Christ
plan for systematic contribution for Missionary als, afflictions, and conflicts. The apostle says,
its ancient energies, the Queen s ministers have six and seven months,) and the irregular at
»na his glorious Gospel in ar.d about Bengal; purposes has been in operation in the parish all are partakers of chastisement, and our Lord
any serious persons, of any denomination, rich ' during the last year. Every member of the told his disciples, that in the world they should secularized its revenues, abolished its monastic tendance of the children, their progress is
institutions, and left it an enfeebled victim, greater than at any of our other schools. But
GliOKUE VV. MYERS, PRINTER.

69

GAMBIER OBSERVE It.

fil such a division of labours may be expedient,)
it must be observed, that we have first rate mas vet the cause itself is one and indivisible. That
ters there. I could see nothing but joy ex which makes them Foreign and Domestic, is
pressed in the countenances of those who were
the difference of our civil relations. But what
present; and 1 cannot but believe that God in
tends to use these schools as instruments of has the gospel of Christ to do with boundaries
great good to the numerous inhabitants of this of kingdoms, or the forms of government,
town. 1 had my Turkish master with me ; ant differences of language, or varieties of feature
we called on all Turks of distinction and learn and complexion! fhe enlarged and generous
ing, who received us kindly. I shewed them spirit of Christian love overleaps these bounda
the manuscripts, in Turkish, intended lor a ries. God who hath made of one blood all na
school book, with which they were pleased: and tions of men for to dwell on all the face ol the
the Imams who were present at the examination, earth, will the more approve our benevolence
came on purpose to beg that it might be print the more expansive it becomes, because it then
ed for them. I tofd them that we wished to do in some degree resembles his own universal
so. A similar feeling was expressed by some I goodness. Let not any one imagine that he is
Tuiks at Magnesia, as will be seen in the sequel. I the true and enlightened friend of Domestic
I have again made inquiry into tire number of Missions while his affections are cold to those
the different people that inhabi^Magnesia, and which have our distant brethren of the human
I family for their object. In our thoughts, our
was told that the Turkish houses—they count
by houses—are about 8500, the Greek 1200, prayers, and our exertions, they are to be re
the Armenian 450, the Jewish 100. Taking garded as the offspring of the same principle,
five souls to a house, we obtain 51,250; which just as that is the same charity which gives to
is however tar below the actual number of in the destitute family that lives within sight of
habitants,
There are likewise villages and our own habitation, and to the unfortunate be
towns, at a moderate distance all around Magne ing plundered and wounded, and left for dead
sia, which are either badly supplied with the on the road side, whom we casually encounter
means of instruction, or not at all. For instance while on a distant journey. We could not in
we went to Chores Kyoi, a Greek village of 140 nocently pass by the latter with neglect, for he
houses, half an hour from town, where we found also is our neighbour in the view of Christian
no school, nor a child able to read or write.— duty.
The danger that impends over us as a nation,
Hearing that we were come to establish schools
in the town, one of the most respectable na from the increase of our colored and slave po
tives who however only lives there in summer, pulation, we cannot define or imagine. But that
went with us to the church, to see whether a by a continuation of our infatuated blindness
suitable room might not be obtained for a and criminal neglect it may be awfully great,
school. As there was none to be had without no thinking man can doubt. To us who are
building one, he then brought us to his own happily exempt from the curse of slavery, this
house, and asked, i* Will this do?” We all said, danger is not so immediate; but can we be in
“ Yes;” upon which he replied, “I will gladly different to it? By no means. The cause is a
present it for the purpose of a school.” There common one.—The welfare ot the members of
is nothing wanted but a Master, to provide one family, who should he united in bonds of
these people with the means of instruction. 1 the closest affection, as they are by the ties of
then asked the Priest why (hey did not teach interest, is involved in it. I am troubled and
some children. They replied, “We can only grieved when I hear upon this subject the inter
read our Church-books but do not know the ests of the south, and the interests of the north
new characters.” 1 did not promise to open conflicting, and the jealousies of one met by the
this school for the present: for I think it scarce reproaches of the other. It is not the fault of
ly practicable to do any thing here, till a Mis our southern brethren that has entailed this
evil upon them; it is not by virtue and prudence
sionary can be stationed at Magnesia.
alone that we have escaped from it. Let us
remember this. Our exemption arises froi
EXTRACT
circumstances that existed long before there
From the “ Gospel Mission," a sermon preached by the Rev.
was any distinction of principle upon this point
Dr. Wainwright, May 13, J828.
the nature of our climate, and the character of
A system of professed Christianity which
maintains light opinions of human depravity, our early population. To triumph in our free
and softened explanations of the threatening of dom, as though it were of our own purchasing,
folly and ingratitude; to hold it up as a re
eternal damnation, cannot be expected to take is
proach to our brethren is base cruelty and in
a deep interest in the spiritual condition of the justice. As loving brethren, as faithful citizens,
human race. When we notice what we esteem as true and benevolent Christians, we should
a slight disease, we are not particularly anxious unite, heart and hand, wealth and wisdom, en
about the means of cure—our remedies are terprise and prayer, to avert the evils, to redress
mild and tardily administered, and we are wil the injuries, to remove the disgrace consequent
ling to trust to the healing power of nature.— upon the introduction of slavery into this wes
Not so when we observe the symptoms of one tern world. To talk of any general or imme
of those dreadful maladies which quickly send diate emancipation to the injured sonsof Africa,
men to destruction; then we are alarmed and
except the freedom which Christ can give, is
in earnest, and ply vigorously and without ces
to talk language, the origin of which is igno
sation every method of arresting it, which sci
rance, the consequences of which are cruel suf
ence and experience can devise. Similar to
fering to our brethren and friends. The free
this must be the feeling of those who are truly
dom of Christ then let us proclaim to Africa,
engaged in the missionary cause. Those who
and let it be our determination that her sons
entertain different opinions of the extent of hu
shall enjoy it. And let her sons too be its her
man depravity and its consequences, may talk
alds. Africa must be civilized and christianiz
about missions, and attempt to excite among
ed by Africans; but in America must the work
themselves some interest in their favor; but
be prepared.
this is in self-defence, and because they are
When our remote posterity shall seethe earth
roused by the reproach of lukewarmness. They
can have no heartfelt devotion to this species of tranquil in peace, smiling in joy, and vocal in
Christian benevolence. It is not simply because praise to God, they shall recur with wonder to
Christianity will improve the temporal condition the history of past times when wars were in the
of those to whom it is communicated ; saving earth, when heathen superstitions disgraced it,
the idoluter from moral degradation, and from and sacrifices of blood vexed it, and sin every
expensive offerings and sacrifices of human where polluted it; and in deep-felt gratitude
blood; restoring woman to her just privileges, they shall say, these are the blessed effects of
her mild control, and purifying influences, and our father’s labours, and of those who engaged
thus bring in its train all the benefits of civilized with them in the missionary cause. Blessed be
life, it is not on these accounts alone that we their name and their memory! And perhaps
arc to promote the dissemination of our religion. we also, to whom these anticipations seem
Great, unquestionably, us are the moral and now extravagant, may be permitted to look
temporal advantages which accrue to those who down and see earth improving, the reign of
are the subjects of missionary labors, this must peace restored, and the garden of Eden again
flourishing in delights. Hasten, O Lord, the
not be our sole or our principal reason for pro
time,—revive thy work in the midst of the
moting them. Would we aid missions upon
years, in the midst of the years make known,—
proper and efficient principles, we must aid them
henceforth let thy word run very swiftly,—defer
because they are the means appointed by God not, O our God, until the kingdoms of this
for taking perishing sinners from a state of con
world have become the kingdoms of our Lord
demnation ; for introducing the lost sons of
and ot his Christ. Amen.
Adam into the flock and fold of Christ; for ex
tending the triumphs of the Redeemer over sin,
THE TWO BROTHERS.
satan and death ; and for peopling the mansions
of the blessed with pure and rejoicing spirits,
"Jerusalem was a ploughed field, and the
who might otherwise have been the hateful and ground on which the temple now stands the
blaspheming subjects of eternal condemnation joint inheritance of two brothers, one of whom
and misery. When mere temporal advantages was married and had several children, and the
are to be communicated to our fellow-creatures, other lived a batchelor. They cultivated in
and moral renovation for the purpose of indue common the field which had devolved on them
ing them to live with greater purity and dignity, in right of their mother. At harvest time, the
"the life of to-day,” when these are the only two brothers bound up their sheaves, and made
motives that impel us to the missionary cause, of them two equal stacks, which they left upon
it will inevitably be pursued with the caution, the field. During the night a good thought
the delay, the controlled feelings and views of presented itself to the younger: ‘ My brother,’
a worldly policy. Let me know what opinions said he to himself, ‘has a wife and children to
any set of men hold in regard to the distinguish maintain; it is not just that our shares should
ing characteristics of the gospel of Christ, and be equal; let me then take a few sheaves from
I can almost predict, how high the thermometer my stack, and secretly add them to his ; he wil
of their religious benevolence will rise when not perceive it, and therefore cannot refuse
applied to the atmosphere which envelopes the them. This project the young man immediately
sin-darkened nations. With the true and faith executed. That night the elder awoke, and
ful missionary, the gospel does not seize hold said to his wife, ‘ my brother is young, and lives
upon his affections, sustain his self-denial, and alone, without a companion to assist him in his
animate his labors, as the gospel of Christ the labors, and console him under his fatigues. It
moral teacher, Christ the author of immortality, is not just that we should take from the field as
Christ the renovator of religion. No—it is many sheaves as he does ; let us get up, and se
Christ crucified, Christ the atonement for his cretly go and carry a certain number of sheaves
sins.
Christ the only and the all-sufficient to his stack; he will not find it out to-morrow,
means of his restoration to the favour of God and therefore cannot refuse them ; and they did
and the hope of future blessedness. This is so accordingly. The next day both brothers
the saying which is worthy of all acceptation, went to the field, and each was much surprised
and which he earnestly desires may be accept to find the s acks alike ; neither being able in
ed of all. This is the gospel which he readily his own mind to account for the prodigy. They
perceives was not communicated for himself pursued the same course for several successive
a one, but for every creature born in the same nights, but as each carried to his brother's stack
state ot condemnation with himself. And the the bame number of sheaves the stacks still re
era itu e which he feels for his own deliverance mained equal, till one night both determined to
. 18 Prcseilt CnnsolatioiiS and future hopes, while stand sentinel, to elucidate the mystery ; they
it fills his mouth with
. z- , .
,,
•
I
1 praises to God Ins Sa- met, each bearing the sheaves destined for his
brother's stack.
mote’the cause which he kXit ‘iTT ‘°
tbal Saviour, lor which he enU„r^ '
“ Now, the spot where so beautiful a thought
de»p,8mg the .hamo even the ralvetioa" 07,he at once occurred to, and was so perseveringlv
acted upon by two men, must he a place agree'
Domestic and Foreign Missions, though the ■ able to God : and men blessed it, and chose it
may be distinct m name, though their transact whereon to build a house to In's name.”
How charming is this tradition ! IIow it
tions may be under the control of different bo"
die« of men, (and perhaps for their mutual bene- breathes the unaffected benevolence of patri
archal morals 1 How simple, primeval, and na-

rural, is the inspiration leading men to conse
crate to God a spot on which virtue has germi
nated upon earth ! I have heard among the
Arabs, a hundred legends of the same descrip
tion. The air of the Bible is breathed all over
the east.—J. de Lamartine's Pilgrimage to the
Holy Land.

A Jew went from Paris to Rome, in order to
acquire a just idea of the Christian religion, as
at the fountain head. There he beheld simony,
intrigue, and abominations of all sorts and
after gratifying his curiosity in every particular,
returned to France, where he gave a detail of
his observations to a friend, by whom he had
been long solicited to abjure Judaism. From
such a recital, the Christian expected nothing
hut an obstinate perseverance in the old wor
ship; and was struck with amazement when the
Jew acquainted him with his resolution of re
(juesting baptism upon the following grounds of
conviction; That he had seen at Rome every
body, from the Pope down to the beggar, using
all their endeavours to subvert the Christian
faith, which nevertheless, took deeper and firm
er root, and must therefore be of divine institu
tion.—Presbyterian.
MONUMENT TO HANNAH MORE.
The monument to the memory of Mrs. Hannah More
has recently been put up in Wrington church. It is rom
the chisel of that accomplished artist, E. H. Bailey, Esq.
11. A. of Bristol. Its form and ornaments are gothic, the
material is the finest white marble, and the design is truly
chaste and elegant. It bears upon it the following inscrip
tion;
SACREll TO THE MEMORY OF

HANNAH MORE.
She was born in the parish of Stapleton, near Bristol, A.
D. 1745, and died at Clifton, September 7tli, A. D. 1833-

Endowed with great intellectual powers, and
early distinguished by the success of
her literary labors,
she entered the world under circumstances
tending to lix her affections on its vanities:
but, instructed in the school of Christ
to form a just estimate of the real end of human existence
she chose the better part,
and consecrated her time and talents
to the glory of God and the good of her fellow creatures,
in a life of practical piety and diffusive beneficence.
Her numerous writings in support of religion and order,
at a crisis when hath were rudely assailed,
were equally edifying to the readers of all classes,
at once tielighting the wise
and instructing the ignorant and simple.
In the eighty-ninth year of her age,
beloved by her friends and venerated by the public,
she closed her career of usefulness,
in humble reliance on the mercies of God,
through faith in the merits of her Itwkein-r.

Her mortal remains are deposited in a vault in this
church-yard,
which also contains those of her four sisters, who resided
with her
at Barley Wood, in this parish, her favorite abode,
and who actively
co-operated in her unwearied acts of Christian benevolence.
Mary More died 18th April, 1813, aged 75 years.
Elizabeth More died 14th June, 1816, aged 76 years.
Sarah More died 17 May, 1817, aged 74 years.
Martha More died 14th Sept. 1812, aged 69 years.

This monument is erected out of a subscription
for a public monument to Hannah More,
of which the greater proportion is devoted to the erection
of a school
in the populous and destitute out parish of St. Philip and
Jacob, Bristol,
to the better endowment of whose district church
she bequeathed the residue of her property.

If a person was to attend the levee of an
earthly prince, every court-day; and pay his
obeisance, punctually and respectfully; but, at
other times, speak and act in opposition to his
sovereign: the king would justly deem such a
one, an hypocrite and an enemy. Nor will a
solemn and stated attendance on the means of
grace in the house of God, prove us to be God’s
children and friends; if we confine our religion
to the church-walls, and do not devote our lips
and lives to the glory of that Saviour we pro
fess to love.—Hill.

Well may we wonder that the great God
should stoop so low, to enter into such a cove
nant of grace nod peace, founded upon such a
Mediator, with such utter enemies, base crea
tures, sinful dust and ashes as we are. This is
the wonderment of angels, a torment of devils,
and the glory of our nature and persons, and
will be matter of admiration and praising God
to us for all eternity.—Sjbs.
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History of the Church from the year 1800 to the present time.

At the first General Convention held within
the present century, a question was raised which
created much discussion.
Bishop Provost of
New-Yoik informed the House of Bishops that,
on account of ill health and domestic affliction,
he had resigned his episcopal jurisdiction at the
last meeting of his diocesan convention. It
appeared also that in consequence of this resig
nation, another person had been elected to suc
ceed to the Episcopacy.
fhe House of Bi
shops doubting the propriety of sanctioning re
signations within their body, declined acting to
that effect ; but consented to consecrate an as
sistant Bishop who might discharge any Episco
pal duties with the consent of his senior prelate.
Conformably with the line of conduct thus laid
down, several assistants have at different times
been consecrated, who have succeeded to the
entire Episcopate at the dissolution of their re
spective diocesans. In the same Convention,
after repeated debates, the thirty-nine articles
of the Church of England were for the first
time ratified, without even the change of their
obsolete diction.
At the General Convention of 1808, the
House of Bishops acquired the full power of a
negative upon the acts of the lower House__

Previous to this, four-fifths of the clerical and
lay delegates could accompish a measure with
out the concurrence of the superior body. On
this occasion the version of the Psalter by Tate
and Brady was sanctioned, and a number of
hymns were added to the collection already in
use. According to a canon of the last Conven
tion, a pastoral letter from the House of Bishops
to the members of the Church, was drawn up
by them, and read to the House of Clerical and
Lay Deputies.
i he period had now arrived when the Church
was to rise from its depressed condition, and to

occupy a lofty stand in the cause of pure and
undefiled religion.
I he greater part of those
clergymen who had entered its ministry sup
ported by the laws or the beneficence of Eng
land, had now quitted the stage, and their pla
ces had been supplied by those who were not
only sons of the soil, but who had been trained
up under the influence of a Church relying
solely upon its own resources. The infidelity
and lukewarmness which had prevailed during
the latter part of the preceding century, were
now rapidly giving way throughout the
. continent ; and many persons of powerful intellect
and devoted spirit, were added to the ranks of
the ministry. In 1811, the number of Bishops
was eight, two of whom were coadjutors to the
aged diocesan of New-York. The clergy were
divided nearly in the following proportion. In
the Eastern Diocese (composed of Massachu
setts, Rhode-Island, Vermont, and New-Hamp
shire)— 15. In Connecticut 30. In New-York
44. In New Jersey 17. In Pennsylvania 20.
Jn Delaware 5. In Maryland 35. In Virginia
50. In South Carolina 15. In Georgia I.—
About the same period Dr. Bowden of NewYork distinguished himself as a controvertist in
behalf of Episcopacy, and like Dr. Johnson in
the preceding century, attracted much attention
to that neglected and unpopular subject.
The region west of the Alleghany mountains
was now rapidly increasing in population, and
the necessity of supplying it with a valid minis
try began to be apparent. Other denominations
had already pre-occupied the ground to a con
siderable extent, and only two or three clergy
men of the Church were to be found in the im
mense valley watered by the Mississippi and its
tributary streams. In 1811, a letter was ad
dressed to Bishop White by the Rev. Joseph
Doddridge, a clergyman settled near the Ohio
river, urging the appointment of a missionary
bishop for the new' country in which he resided.
The weakness of the Church with other circum
stances prevented immediate action upon this
important point, and the opportunity offered by
the infant state of those vast regions was forever
lost. The injury formerly experienced through
the want of an Episcopate in the East, was now
more than realized in the West, and vast num
bers of the inhabitants became the prey of wild
fanaticism and enthusiastic delusion.
About the same time the Church in Vermont
was organized, and admitted into union with the
General Convention. Measures were also ta
ken to regain to the Church by a legal process,
the lands formerly held by the Propagation So
ciety in that Slate.
I hese measures were af
terwards delayed by the war with Great Britain;
but eventually, after a protracted litigation, they
proved successful, and a considerable portion of
the property was recovered.
Hitherto all persons desirous of preparing for
the ministry of the Church had labored under
great disadvantages. Few colleges were under
Episcopal control, and even there, theological
education was neglected. The candidates were
therefore compelled to pursue their studies un
der the direction of clergymen encumbered
with parochial duties, or to resort to the insti
tutions of dissenting denominations. Accord
ingly, about the year 1814, Bishop Hobart of
New-York issued proposals for the establish
ment of a Divinity-school under the superintend
ence of himself and his successors, The depu
ties to the General Convention from South Ca
rolina were also instructed to propose a similar
scheme. The subject was for some time under
consideration; and finally in 1817 it was resolv
ed to establish a Theological Seminary at NewYork for the benefit, and under the control of
the entire Church. In the same year the dio
cese of North-Carolina was admitted into union
with the General Convention, and measures
were adopted to organize the Church in the
state of Ohio. The Rev. Philander Chase was
consecrated to the Episcopate of the latter dio
cese in 1819, and the Rev. J. S. Ravenscroft to
that of the former in 1823. New-Jersey had
been provided with a Bishop, the Rev. Dr.
Croes. as early as 1815; and from this period,
the advancement of the Church proceeded with
almost unexampled rapidity. In 1814, tbe num
ber of clergy was little more than 240, hut in
the course of twenty years, it was 'more than
trebled; and the iuerea'se of churches and con
gregations was in an equal, if not a greater pro
portion.
The destitute state of the western country Jed
to the formation of a missionary association in
Pennsylvania about the year 1818. By this as
sociation, which supplied to a small extent the
place of the Propagation Society, several mis
sionaries were sustained in Pennsylvania and
Ohio, and some churches were planted. In a
few years this society assumed a more extended
form, and under the auspices of the General
Convention became known as the "Domestic
and Foreign Missionary Society of the Protest
ant Episcopal Church. ’ For many years its
operations were extremely limited, anil it was
not until 1830, that it produced any considera
ble benefit. In the meantime several religious
periodical publications, conducted by clergy
men of the Church, were exerting a salutary
influence on the community, information was
freely circulated, and many absurd prejudices
against Ediscopacy were dissipated. The Ge
neral fheological Seminary received a constant
accession of students, and a second Institution
ot the same kind was established at Alexandria,
designed especially to promote the interests of
religion in Virginia, and other southern dioceses.
I he prospects of the Church in the west also
were daily brightening. Bishop Chase devoted
himself with unremitting assiduity to his episco
pal dutres in Ohio, and in 1824 proceeded to
England in the hope ol obtaining assistance to
wards the foundation of a seminary of sacred
learning in that rising country. His efforts were
crowned with success, and he returned to Ohio
with between twenty and thirty thousand dol
lars, the fruits of the benevolence of British
Christians. lie commenced the erection of a
college at the centre of his diocese, and in 1831
he had the satislaction of beholding nearly 200
inmates of
Kenyon College and Theological
Seminary.” Unhappy difficulties having arisen,
he determined on resigning his episcopal juris
diction in Ohio, together with the presidency of
the Institution which he had founded. The
General Convention of 1832, after a protracted
debate, concluded on permitting his resignation,
and the Rev. Dr. Mcllvaine was consecrated to
the vacant episcopate. At the present time the
number of clergy in Ohio is between thirty and

forty. The Bishop has recently made an appeal
in behalf of Kenyon College to the friends of
religion in England, and lias received from them
donations amounting to about 12,000 dollars
besides many valuable hooks. In Kentucky
and Tennessee, the increase of the Church, hag
been even more rapid than in Ohio. In igog
there was but one officiating clergyman in the
former state. In three years it was organized
as a diocese and admitted into union. In 1832
it contained eight clergymen, and in the same
year the Rev. B. B. Smith, rector of Christ
Church, Lexington, was consecrated Bishop.
In 1834 the “Theological Seminary of the dio
cese of Kentucky” was incorporated, in the fol
lowing year it received great pecuniary assist
ance from eastern Episcopalians, and at the
present time the number of students in that in
stitution is not far from twenty. The clergy in
the diocese now amount to eighteen. So late
as 1832, there were but three clergymen in Ten
nessee. In about a year from that time there
were sufficient to elect a Bishop, and in 1834,
the Rev. J. H. Otey was consecrated to the
episcopate. The number of clergymen in that
diocese is now about fourteen.
In the eastern states also the progress of the
Church has been rapid and steady. The Church
in Vermont had become in 1832 sufficiently
strong to separate from the Eastern Diocese of
which it had formed a part, and, accordingly,
in the same year the Rev. ’Dr. Hopkins was
elected and consecrated its Bishop. It is highly
probable that, in the course of a short time,
Massachusetts, Rhode-Island, New Hampshire
and Maine will also be provided with their re
spective prelates.
The General Convention of 1835 must be re
garded as one of the most important events in
the history of the Church. Illinois was then
admitted as a diocese into union, and Bishop
Chase was recognized as its head. A canon •
was passed allowing any diocese to divide itself,
under certain limitations. The Domestic and
Foreign Missionary Society, whose operations
had now become extensive, ceased to exist as
a separate body, and the Church, assuming its
responsibilities, stood forth as one grand missionary association. It was resolved that m%sionary Bishops should he provided for the states
and territories destitute of Episcopal supervi
sion, and also for the stations in heathen lands
occupied bv the American Church. Conforma
bly with this resolution; the Rev. Dr. Hawks
was appointed by the House of Bishops to the
Episcopate of Louisiana, Arkansas,and Florida,
and the Rev. Jackson Kemper to that of Mis
souri and Indiana. The former gentleman de
clined his appointment. The latter was conse
crated at Philadelphia, and immediately pro
ceeded to his destination.
/And now, with the help of that Providence
who has hitherto been so favorable, the Church
in the United States must advance and prosper.
Her Dioceses are 22 in number, tinder the su
perintendence of 17 Bishops, with the venera
ble Bishop White at their head. Her clergy
will soon amount to 800, and are daily increas
ing, it is believed, in devotion and in zeal. Her
missionaries are learning the language of China,
bending their steps to Syria and to Persia, in
structing the youth of Greece, civilizing the
Indian of the western forests, and traversing
the prairies of Missouri and Illinois. Her reve
nues for the propagation of religion are con
stantly increasing, and, through the operation
of systematic benevolence, will soon enable her
to enlarge her efforts and extend her privileges
to thousands who now scarcely' know her name.
Her numerous periodical publications are cir
culating religious and ecclesiastical intelligence
throughout her widely spread communion, and
scattering the seeds of truth where the voice of
the minister of God is seldom heard. Her four
Theological Seminaries send forth more clergy
men every three years, than the whole Church
possessed thirty years ago. Let those clergy
men he but faithful to their professed principles,
faithful to the cause of evangelical religion,
faithful to the souls of men and to their Master,
and who can estimate the future extent, pros
perity, and usefulness of the Church at whose
altars they minister. “Pray for the peace of
Jerusalem, they shall prosper that love thee.
For my brethren and companions’ sake, I will
now say, peace be within thee.”
TFIE END.

ECCLESIASTICAL.* I
CANONS

Of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Vu-

cese of Ohio.
CANON VII.

Of vacant Congregations.

Whenever a parish becomes vacant, it shall be
the duty of the Vestry immediately to give no
tice to the Bishop.
CANON VIII.

Of Deputies to the General Convention.

I he Convention shall elect, at a regularannual
meeting, according to the provisions ol the 7th
Article of the Constitution, four clergyman out
of the Presbyters entitled to a seat in the Conven
tion. and four Laymen who shall be in good stand
ing as communicants in some church in union
with the Diocese, to act as Deputies from this
Diocese to the General Convention—which tleputiesshall continue in office until successors are
chosen. And it shall be the duty of the deputies
elect, to signify to the Bishop on some day at
least three weeks before the meeting of the
General Convention, whether they will attend
or not, to the duties of their office. In default
ot which signification, or in case of the declin-.
ing of any to attend the General Convention,
the Standing Committee, on notification from
the Bishop, shall proceed to appoint as many
clerical or lay-deputies as may he necessary to
constitute a full representation of the Diocese,
and the person or persons so delegated, being
furnished with the certificate of tiie Secretary
of the Standing Committee, shall have all the
rights of deputies elected by the Convention.
In case of a vacancy in the Episcopate, the no
tification on the part of deputies elect above re
quired, shall be to the President of the Stand'
ing Committee.
CANON IX.

Of Lay-lleadcrs.

None shall he considered as authorised to of
ficiate as a Lay-reader in this Diocese, except
m eases of particular emergency; without a writ*
ten license from the Bishop: or. in case of a vft-
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So little were these troops aware of their danger, that
they did not see an Indian until many shots had been fired.
iThey were caught in an ambush, and dearly paid the pen
Beautiful Medal.—It was stated in a recent letter from alty of insufficient precautions against surprise.—Political
1687
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, FEB. 3, 183G.
le of our European correspondents, that at the third cen Arena.
tenary celebration ofthe publication ofthe Bible, translated
Progress of Episcopacy.—The Editots of the New*
Latest from Africa__ By the arrival of the Caroline,
from
tbe Latin in which it had been locked up from all Capt. Abels, at this port, from Monrovia, we have receiv
46
CANON X.
York Observer, who may be considered disinterested, and
hut
the
priesthood
—
which
celebration
was
field
in
one
oi
I
the
State
of
the
Church.
32
0/ preparing a Report on
ed late and interesting intelligence from Liberia. The
very competent witnesses in the case, say “ no Piotestunt
198 the Swiss Cantons—a medal was distributed, which had -peedy return of this vessel to our harbor, fully laden with
In order to carry into effect the recommen
8 been struck in honor of the event. Medals were also struck camwood, ivory, palm-oil, timber, &e., in payment for the
denomination in the United States, we believe, is making so
dation contained in the 5lst Canon of the Gen
and distributed at the third centenary celebration of the
cargo brought here a few months since, by her highly re
eral Convention, a Committee of the Conven rapid an advance at the present time, as Episcopalians. ”
10 publication of Bishop Coverdale’s translation, which was spectable colored owners, Roberts, Colson fit Co., is a pleas215 held in London on the 4th of October last; and one ng evidence of tlie enterprise ot her me rchants, and the
tion of this Diocese shall be appointed at the
of these medals has been kindly shown to us by a gentle
Protestantism in Belgium.—It appears from the state
regular meeting of the same, next before every
man of this city, to whom it was forwarded liy a friend in ample resources of Africa for yielding rich returns for the
produce of our soil, and the almost endless variety of our
ments
of
Rev.
M.
de
Felice,
a
French
correspondent
of
stated meeting of' the General Convention, to
England.
The die is beautifully executed, with a sharpness and manufactures needed by the young republic. Indeed, we
draft, with the advice and approbation of the the New-York Observer, that the cause of Protestantism
are assured, that if her tonnage had been double, the Caro
$2060 51 accuracy of relief which we have seldom seen surpassed. line would have been filled by*R. C. & Co., and we cannot
Bishop, a rpport of the state of the Church, to is beginning to look up in Belgium. When at the Con
On one side it bears the representation of a Bible hound
be presented to the General Convention.
gress of Vienna that country was added to the dominions
forget the declaration of an old and experienced captain,
4675 98| round with a chain, which is fastened by a padlock; and that the lapse ot thirty years would witness a commerce be
of King William of Nassau, it was devoted most blindly
this
is
given
as
a
symbol
of
“
Great
Britain
under
the
do

CANON XI.
tween the United States and Africa, equal in value to our
to Romo and her superstitions; but that measure placed
3200 07| minion of the Church of Rome.” The legend on this side trade with the British empire thirty years ago. The health
Of the Secretary of the Convention.
is “The Bible and the Bible alone is the religion of Protes ot tlie Colonists was such as to afford a happy refutation of
Belgium under the influence of a thoroughly Protestant
Sec. I. In addition to the duties assigned to
809 59 tants. Third centenary, Oet. 4th, 1835.”
the oft reiterated allegations against the climate; and by
monarch, and in contact with a thoroughly Protestant na
On the other side is represented Bishop Coverdale, in reference to S. Benedict’s letter, it will lie seen that only
the Secretary of the Convention in the 6th Ar tion_ the Dutch. Accordingly while the rights of con
721 104 his pontifical robes, seated in an antique and highly orna three children had fallen victims, (by needless exposure,)
ticle of the Constitution, it is made his duty to science were sacredly regarded, and even the prejudices of
mented chair, before a table, on which is seen the Bible, out of the sixty-two who emigrated last year. The state
send to the Minister, or in case there be no Min the Belgians largely indulged by Holland and her King,
open, with rays of light pouring from its leaves. The bro of morals and progress of temperance and agriculture,
ister, to the Wardens of each parish in union
ken chain and padlock are lying at the bishop’s feet. The must be highly gratifying to every true friend of humanity
efforts were made to introduce a purer and more Scriptural
with the Convention, not less than four weeks
157 00 legend is “In commemoration of the first published En and religion. Former arrivals put us in possession of the
faith.
Though
when
William
became
King
of
Belgium
glish Bible, translated by Coverdale, bishop of Exeter Oet. pleasing fact, that upwards of 500 persons had enrolled
before the next meeting of the Convention, a
4th, 1535.”—N. Churchman.
themselves as members of the Temperance Societies; this
notification ot the time and place of the said there were hut one or two Protestant chapels in all the
252 27
good cause is still onward. We observe with pleasure the
meeting, together with the form of a Parochial country, they soon began to multiply and were to be found
Affairs in China.—By the kindness of Mr. David celebration ofthe first anniversary ofthe Union Sisters of
Report—and a form by which to certify the ap in all the large cities, as Liege, Ghent, Tournay and
Stevens of this city, we are permitted to copy part of a let Charity, an association organized for the relief of distressed
pointment of iay-deputies, together with the as Antwerp, and in others of less note. But after all, this
15 00 ter from bis brother, the American Seamen’s chaplain at widows and orphans; and ask atttenfion to the subjoined
Canton, lt'bears a later date than any thing we have seen appeal to the sympathies of our ladies. The proceedings
sessment laid upon the parish for the expenses growth was more in appearance than fact. Very 1
from that quarter, and contains some recent and interest ot the Baptist Association, will evince the zeal of that bo
any conversions to Protestantism took place amongst the
of the Diocese.
ing
intelligence, as well as some views of the state of dy of Christians, in promoting the religious welfare of
456 64
Sec. 2. He shall transmit annually to each of natives. The congregations were almost exclusively com
things in China, quite important to be known, and which that radidly increasing portion of the Liberian communi
may set the minds of the Church upon some new trains of ty ; and in connexion witli the minutes of the Liberia
the Bishops of the Piot. Episcopal Church in posed of the English and Dutch who had come to visit o
1502 84 inquiry.
the United States, and to the Secretary of eve settle in the country. This was too plainly seen and fel
Conference inserted in our last number, cannot but af
Canton, August 20, 1835.—Mr. Medhurst is going on ford a gratifying answer to tiie aspersions so frequently cast
ry Diocesan Convention, a copy of the Journal when the Belgian revolution took place. When Williau
with the Acts and the epistles, .and Gutzlaft' lias begun the upon tbe character of our Colonists.
of the Convention of this Diocese—as well as of lost the Netherlands, tile Protestant congregations were ail
552 09 New Testament, sending the copies for correction to J. R.
The prospect of a speedy re-establishment of our scat
any Charge or Pastoral Letter recently publish dispersed. Those who composed them returned to t
Morrison. So you see, there is a fair beginning made in tered emigrants at Bassa Cove under favorable auspices,
the great and long-needed work, of giving the holy Scrip and the assurance of G. W. McElroy and othets, that but
ed__ and to the General Convention, a certifi native countries.
tures to this people in readable Chinese. If these men all fur the unhappy catastrophe of June 10th, our experiment
cate of the appointment of clerical and lay- de
But how came it, that during the sixteen years that
2138 964 continue, and God prosper them, we may reasonably hope promised mucli success; will we trust, animate with new
puties.
in a few years to see the whole revised, and made as reada zeal and enlarged benevolence every friend of our holy
country was under a Protestant king and enjoying
canon xir.
ble as the present state of their knowledge will admit.
cause, to build up our Colony on a scale commensurate
faithful labours of able ministers of the New Testament,
Of the Treasurer of the Convention.
But while there is much that is cheering in this, yet in with the noble objects in view. Two of our patrons feel
some
were
not
led
to
renounce
Popery
and
its
errors?
The
other
aspects
there
is
indeed
nothing
to
he
seen,
except
with
43,397
54
Sec. I. At every stated Convention, there
so confident that tbe opinions expressed by the Rev. John
the eye of faith, that is promising of good. I see iri the Seys, in relation to tlie culture of sugar-cane, at the last
shall be elected a Treasurer of the Convention, answer, in one word, is this: Protestantism was politically
$59.939 61 American papers the idea held out that ‘China is all open,’ May meeting in New-York, are worthy of an early expe
Total amount of contributions reported,
odious
in
the
eyes
of
the
Belgians.
It
was
against
their
whose duty it shall be to receive and disburse all
and the like. How much would the writers of such state riment, that they are willing to embark $500 or $1,000
[Episcopal Recorder.
monies collected under the authority of the will they were separated from Roman Catholic France and
ments be surprised, to come here and find us at this mo- each, in an African Agricultural Association ; and by one
Convention, and of which the collection and attached to Protestant Holland. They regarded their
American Tract Society__ Tbe attention of tbe friends ment doing nothing at all, and able Io do nothing at all, of tnose gentlemen we are authorized to offer a subscription
distribution shall not be otherwise regulated.— new king, therefore, as a usurper, and all.the hostility which of this Society is particularly invited to tbe following either in the way of preaching or distributing books to the to tlie general funds of the Society, of $500 per annum, for
people. None of the missionaries dare give away a book, five years, provided twelve names for a similar amount can
H'ts accounts shall be rendered annually to the they felt towards him as King, was transferred to his reli facts.
1. Tbe treasury was short of meeting bills due January either at Canton or Maeoa. And it is found impossible to be obtained. We trust that the importance of the ends
Convention and examined by a Committee of gion, rendering his efforts and those of his Dutch subjects,
procure a vessel to go along the coast for the purpose of proposed will invite our fellow citizens to a generous pat
13, $2,035 84.
the same.
2. The total receipts of tbe Society for foreign distribu distribution, because some are afraid of the Chinese, and ronage of a cause which promises so much good to both
however well intended and judiciously directed, almost en
others
are afraid of an unknown coast, and all ask so much races. — Colon ization Herald.
Sec. 2. In case of a vacancy in the office of tirely abortive.
tion, since April 15, 1835, is only $6,483 44.
3. After extensive correspondence with missionaries, and money.
Treasurer, it shall be supplied by a person cho
It is a striking and pleasing confirmation of this state- others, labouring at tbe stations heretofore aided by this
It appears that tlie distribution of books on the coast,
Destruction to Save.—The N. York Amt-riCan gives the
sen bv the Standing Committee, who shall con
and the great increase of opium smuggling here, has at following description of the method pursued in blowing up
tinuein office until election is made by the Con | merit, that since the revolution which severed the union society, and with tbe officers of tbe different foreign mis length drawn forth a memorial from the governors of Full- or rather down, buildings at the great fire in that city on
of Holland and the Netherlands, the cause of Protestant sionary societies, tbe Committee have expressed it as their
vention.
keen and Che-keang, to the Emperor against them, and the 16th December. There can be no doubt tint powder
ism has begun to revive again in the hitter country, and deliberate opinion that the least sum that tbe society ought that the Emperor is rather severe in his reply. The offi was an efficacious and valuable instrument in checking thc
CANON XIII.
to nttraipt to raise and remit to foreign stations tbe current
that there are now indications of its taking hold of the na year, ending April 15, lisa®, is
cers of Canton were ordered to search for tbe traitors that progress of the flames.
Of Missions, and of Education for the Ministry.
‘it may not be uninteresting, or without use, to state
4. To complete tbe above sum in time there must be aided tlie foreigners in making hooks. This search threw
Sec. I. The Church of Christ being essen tive mind, which were not witnessed in the favoured days received,
our Chinese workmen into a great panic, the printers have the mode of proceeding adopted in blowing up the stores.
within three mouths, $28,5'6 56.
tially a missionary institution: and every part when it enjoyed the patronage and influence, of the court.
5. Tbe eniire donations to tbe society in tbe last three Imried some hooks in the ground, and hid some hooks al Two barrels of powder, generally 100 lbs. each, were ta
ready struck off; the teachers fled and have not returned, ken into the cellar of the devoted building and placed about
thereof pledged by the Christian profession to Renunciations of Popery are not unfrequent, and Protes months is $6,214 92.
From tbe above facts it is evident that tbe friends of tbe the Hong merchants were busy in inquiring ofthe for the centre of it, at a small distance apart: the heads of the
the support of the Missionary work: and the tants are not only increasing in numbers, but, what is bet
merchants, and sent men to watch the doors of the barrels were then knocked out and a train by means of
education of young men for the ministry being ter, in spirit. At Brussels they have commenced a month society must make more vigorous exertions, and more liber eign
al contributions in its behalf, or tbe receipts of tbe year will factories (dwellings of resident foreign merchants) to de planks, or long pieces of calico or l.nen, of which too many
absolutely necessary to the furtherance of the ly journal called “The Truth.” They have a Bible So be far short of what the necessities of the heathen demand tect any Chinese traitors—but all appears to have failed were lying about in the streets, was formed from the bar
Gospel in the same work—it is solemnly urged ciety in active operation. One whole edition of the Flem or tbe benevolent hearts of Christians desire.
hitherto, and the trouble is subsiding. I esteem it very rels to tbe exterior of the cellar door; on this, straw—of
Will not clergymen, laymen, and ladies consider these providential that they did not seize any man; for here, which the crates from the crockery stores supplied enough—
upon every member of the Church, that lie con ish New Testament has been rapidly sold off, and another
sider his Christian profession as involving direct is in the press. Even poor laborers make painful sacrifices facts, and, each in their proper sphere, put forth their per where torture is always resorted to for the purpose of get was laid, and sprinkled plentifully with powder; the doors
sonal influence, make their own donations, collect from oth ting evidence, the trouble would have fallen on the poor na were then closed and all persons desired to retire from the
obligation to promote these objects.
that they may he able to buy a copy. They have also a ers, and remit as early as practicable?
tives, who were mere instruments, and not on the foreign vicinity ot the building, except the person who was to fire
Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of every minis Tract Society, which issues publications in the Flemish
Besides tbe demand tor foreign distribution, tbe highest movers of the whole.
the train; this was done by laying a burning brand on the
ter in this Diocese to instruct the people of his language, and promises great usefulness.
It is true, this is not so favorable an account as you straw, projecting from the cellar way, and on which for a
usefulness of the society requires an increase of tbe stock in
tbe depository to tbe amount of at least $15,000. Almost would expect; hut before this letter is half way to you, it foot or two, no powder was sprinkled. After a few mo
charge in relation to these objects. And it is
Thus docs it appear that the revolution which seemed every day brings cheering intelligence of good dene by tbe is very likely the state of tilings will he better again.— ments of intense suspense, a sudden flash, a rumbling ex
recommended to every member of the Church
like
a calamity to Protestantism, is likely to “turn out rath society’s publications, in connexion with Christian effort There is no foretelling here, from year to year, what to plosion, a slight tremor of the earth, tlie audible shivering
to lay bv him, on the first day of the week, in
and prayer for the salvation of individuals. Who that expect. People with you should not be so umguine be of the glass windows for a hundred yards around, a dense
store, tor these puiposes, as God hath prosper er for the furtherance of the gospel.” The overthrow of loves the souls of men and has been taught by the Holy cause of a little success, when before they fairly begin to cloud of sulphurous smoke, and a shapeless heap of ruins—
an
obnoxious
government
has
removed
prejudice
from
the
ed him, according to the apostolic direction.—
Spirit to appreciate their value in contrast with tbe uncer rejoice, the aspect of things changes. We cannot at any told how well the work had been done. The effect of these
mindandopened it to conviction. Assoonas theharriers now tain riches of this world, will be willing that tbe Society’s time depend on partial advantages that may be gained, we explosions was not to project any thing to a distance, for
I Cor. xvi, I.
must depend on the unfailing power and sure word of our in no one instance probably, was a fragment of any size
Sec. 3. There shall be appointed, at each raised and maintained in Europe (and thence imported to operations should be crippled for want of pecuniary means? Almighty
Redeemer. Great, great, ycu may depend, be thrown from the buildings; but rather as it would seem, to
[7Y. Y. Observer.
annual meeting of the Convention,a Committee this country) by political animosities are thrown down, may
yond example, must be the labor and faith that God will lilt up and expand tlie walls—so that beams, floor, mer
consisting of the Bishop of the Diocese, ex offi we not look for the same effects throughout that continent,
call
into
exercise
in converting China to himself. When I chandize and roof, all fell in at once, and upon them and
LETTER FROM SMYRNA, DATED SEPT. 1835.
cio, and 8 other members—4 clerical, 4 lay— wherever the comparative light and darkness of Protestant
We have no missionary intelligence for tbe moment of have thought of the probability that the way might be covering them up, the walls themselves. Hence it was im
elected by ballot, to be called the Missionary ism and Popery are striving with one another. The firm very special interest. The decree of the1 Greek synod temporarily shut up, and that it might again he declared mediately perceived, that the danger apprehended by some
China is inaccessible,’ my heart has been deeply pained of killing and wounding many persons, by the materials
and Education Committee. To which shall be persuasion that we may, comforts us when we look at the against tbe Bible Society’s translation of tbe Old Testa ‘with
the fear that much of the cheering interest now felt which such explosions would-—it was supposed-*-scatter far
ment from tbe Hebrew, instead of tbe version of tbe Sepcommitted the appointment and regulation of depressed and persecuted condition of the Church in Ire tuagint,
for
China may die away. Yet, why should it? If it he and wide was not incurred, that moreover from the com
which tbe Greek church follows, has rather increa
Beneficiaries, the appointing of Missionaries, land, asexhiliitcd in some extracts in this No. of the Ob sed than diminished its circulation.
of^God, it will not. China is not proved to be inaccessi pact heap in which the ruins lay, little or no additional ali
and Missionary stations, and the making of all server. Political animosity has held Protestantism in
Tbe Catholics here, as in America, seem to be roused ble, and within a fortnight I may be with Mr. Medhurst, ment was afforded to the flames. Great confidence was
in an expedition up tiie coast. Messrs. Bridgeman and
appropriations of money for either object.
check, in that country, since the days of Usher and Be up to unwonted activity. At Naxos it is said they are Medhurst are both at Macao now, nd we live at Mr. Gly- therefore felt in having recourse to such an expedient.
Sec. 4. It shall be the privilege of the con dell: let this be removed, no matter by what means, and about establishing a school, and here in Smyrna, tbe Bish- phant’s much of the time. He is a brother indeed__ N.
Steam Boats.—We this Morning counted at our shore
op has a school for which an imn^pse khan has been pur
thirty-six steam boats, many of them of a large size, and five
tributors to designate to which purpose, and the glorious cause will resure its onward course again.
chased, and which puts to shame All the efforts of Protes Y. Evangelist.
or six of them entirely new and unfinished. This is a lar
also to which branch of the Missionary cause; if
tants in the cause of education. .
ger number than we have ever before seen here atone time.
such be the designation, their contribution shall
Rev. Mr. Fjieldsted, who like Mr. Jetter was formerly
SUMMARY.
Library of Christian Knowledge__ The Rev. Her
ittsburg Gazette, Jan. 14.
be applied. If no designation be made, it shall man Hooker, whose book entitled “The Portion of the some time in India, is expected here shortly to supply tbe
"Jackson City."—We understand that the corner stone
place of Mr. Muller, of the Church Missionary Society,
Teachers' Seminary at Andover___Instructors, Rev. S.
be at the disposal ot the Committee.
\ Soul,” is deservedly popular, Has recently commenced as whom ill health lias necessitated .jwpeturn to Switzerland.
11. Hall, F. A. Barton, A. R. Baker, C. A. Williams, of the projected city, near tiie l’otomac Bridge, was laid
Sec. 5. The Bishop of the Diocese, shall pre- editor> tbe pub,ication of a ;ork ,vith tbe above titk. It Rev. Mr. Furman, of tbe Londoir Jews’ Society, has re cB. Adams, J. Bloom. A. It. Flint, S. T. Abbot, Stu on Monday 11th inst. with all due form and ceremony__
side ill all meetings of the Committee, when lie is to comprise, sometimes an original volume, sometimes turned to tbe Mediterranean with bis lady, and taken up dents, Seniors 13, middle class 49, Juniors 52, Gen. De The President attended, and Mr. Custis addressed those as
is present—if absent, a chairman pro. tem. shall recent works of living authors, but generally selections of bis station at Constantinople. Yon have probably beard, part. 77, total, 190. Tuition from 21, to 24 dols. per an sembled.
of tbe project of the same Society for establishing a Jewish num, in advance.
Fire—The dwelling house of Bishop Chase, of Gilead
be appointed.
tbe most valuable treatises of old and disliuguisbed writers. Christian church at Jerusalem, where this missionary, Mr.
A Commons has been furnished, in which the expenses Michigan territory, was destroyed by fire, on the night of
Sec. 6. The Committee shall meet annually
Tbe first volume will comprise tbe Essays of Jobu Me Lau Nicholas.son is stationed. May the day of Israel’s redemp of board are reduced to less than a dollar a week Six Dor the 19th December, supposed from a defect in the chim
at the place, and on the 1st day ot the annual
and tbe end of Mohammedan delusion soon come and mitories or Halls have been erected, which furnish rooms ney. The flames spread with such rapidity that one of
ren of Scotland, on Happiness—Christian Piety—Preju tion
Christian heresy speedily cease!—Bos. Rec.
Convention of the Diocese, and at such other
for those who arc Ixiarded in Commons. The furniture of the children made her escape from the second story window.
dices against the Gospel, and the scripture doctrines of
the rooms is provided by those who occupy them A farm A part of the Bishop’s valuable papers, and a few articles
times and places as,'the President may from time
Meeting in London for the Relief of the Irish Cler is connected with the hoarding-house, on which students of furniture and clothing only saved.
to time appoint, or as may be found convenient Grace. These will be followed by some of the theological
.— This meeting was held on tbe 3d of December, tbe have the opportunity of labeling, by which the cost
on their own adjournment.
Four attending or devotional Essays of tbe Hon. Robert Boyle. The gy
Archbishop of Canterbury in tbe chair. Address, s were of hoard may be considerably reduced. Some of the i Mr. Kelsey, an ingenious naturalist at Albany, who has
members shall be a quorum; and every meeting character of tbe editor is a sufficient guaranty that tbe made by the Bishop of London, Sir R. Inglis, Rev. H. | more industrious have, the past year, nearly paid their ) devoted his attention to the management ot Bees, has suc
work will be made up of tbe most solid and valuable ma Melvill, &c.
shall be opened with prayer.
| hoard hill. The system of labor is incorporated with the ceeded in forming an association of gentlemen, fur estab
lishing under his direction, an Apiary on a large scale__
fbe Bishop of London stated that the object ofthe | regular exercises of tlie school__ Boston Recorder.
Sec. 7. No Beneficiary or Missionary shall terials,
Lor the purpose of this establishment they are about to
policy pursued in Ireland towards tbe clergy of tbe Estab
be appointed without the written consent ofthe
Interesting
Gift
--A
gentleman
of
Portland
__
Mr.
Brad

erect a neat and ornamental building.
lished Church was “to starve Protestantism out of Ire
The Church Advocate published at Lexington, and land.” He bad a right, be remarked, tosayso, tbe avow ley—has recently presented to the honorable Daniel Web
Bishop of the Diocese, or in case there be no
From the New Orleans Papers, to Jan. 4.
Bishop, the Standing Committee of the same, tbe Gospel Messenger now published at Utica, are soon al having been made, through tbe most accredited channels ster a relic of great value from its associations. It is an
Mexico-—By the arrival of'the schooner Fanny But
ivory snuff-box, on the top of which is an original miniature
of
those
who
were
engaged
in
tbe
attempt;
“
and
having
which consent shall be entered on the Minutes. to be enlarged and otherwise improved.
Washington, painted by Charles Wilson Peaie, at Phi ler, from Tampico, we have received intelligence from that
been declared by persons who bad a right to speak for of
Sec. 8. At every annual meeting of the
place as late as the 24th instant. Santa Anna had stopp
ladelphia, in 1787.
large bodies of men in Ireland, that it was their detei initia
Several documents accompany the box, showing its his ed the condueta, and seized tlie money in behalf of tlie gov
Committee, the Secretary of the samesliall sub
The Common School Assistant is a monthly paper re. tion to drive Protestantism out of Ireland, hitherto one of
tory and establishing the fact of its being an original min ernment. Several Mexicans hud been arrested for aiding
mit a report of tbe transactions of the year then cently commenced in Albany and edited by J. Orville its strong holds.”
Gen. Mehia. Amongst them was the nephew of General
The result of the meeting was a subscription of between iature, for the execution of which Washington* indulged .Montezuma. It was the general opinion that they would
terminated—which, with the Treasurer’s report Taylor-, terms, fifty cents per annum. We have no doubt, !
Mr. Peaie with several sittings. The artist was induced
of the receipts and expenditures, shall be laid from the number we have seen, it will he a valuable assist- £11,000 and £12,000. It was announced by the Cliair- to request the indulgence at the solicitation of his friend, bv shot.
. ,
.
, i
. I mail that £500 had been given by the King, and £100 bv
We learn that San Antonio has at length been captured
before the Convention, and published in its ant in
the cause of common school education. It occupies , tl)e Quecn. T|lat thc members of the University of Ox- the late Moses Titcomb, Esquire, of the island of St.
the Texians. This intelligence is six hours later than
Journal (either entire or in part.)
a new and much neglected field.
, ford had .subscribed, £2300 and more might he expected. Croix, "West Indies, formerly of Portland, Me. whowasat by
the last, received a day or two since. Not an armed Mex
Sec. 9. The Committee shall appoint a Se
...------------- -....... ,
.
,
Among the subscriptions announced as constituting the the time oil a visit to Philadelphia, It was purchased from ican soldier is now to be seen on the side of the San An
NOTICE.
amount above stated, were those of the Archbishop of the legal representative of Mr. Titcomb, by Mr. Bradley,
cretary and Treasurer, who shall be ex-officio
. ’
.
.
I Dublin of £2000, the Archbishop of Canterbury £200, at the price of one hundred and fifty dollars, and fifty more tonio river. The town was captured with great slaughter
members of the Committee. Vacancies during
Ihomas Bell, Esq. of the city of Cincinnati, has been ■ the Bishop of London £200, as their secofid subscriptions. were expended in refitting it, and placing within the cover on the part ot the ^Mexicans. lliosc who survived were
tb e recess of the Convention, may be supplied appointed by the Foreign Committee of the Board of Mis.
a gold plate, hearing an inscription in Latin, of which the driven across the river, and we suppose are in full career on
[Episcopal Recorder.
their road to Mexico.
following is a translation ;—
by the Committee. , No monies shall be paid sions of the Protestant Episcopal Church, their Receiving
A gentleman arrived from Nacogdoches informs that
To Daniel Webster,
by the Treasurer, but by an order of the Com Agent for that city and the Diocese of Ohio. Contribut
From Burmah.—The followingis an extract of a letter
the Mexicans who have fled from San Antonio had been ta •
The eminent Expounder of the Constitution of the
received from Mr. O. T. Cutter by a friend in this city.
mittee, signed by the President.
ken
prisoners. Col. Halam had unfoitunateiy fallen in the
Republic, and its unyielding Advocate, this
ors within said diocese to the Foreign Missions of the The letter is dated Maulmein, June 13, 1835.
battle.
likeness of the Father of his
“
We
shall
probably
leave
this
in
thc
course
of
a
few
Church
will
please
to
make
their
payments
and
remittan

CANON XIV.
St. Augustine, Dec. 21 1835--- Immediately after the ta
Country is inscribed
months, either to accompany Bro. Brown to establish a
ces to Mr. Bell.
Of Alterations in the Canons and additions thereto,
king of San Antonio by the Texians, a large reinforcement
By Samuel A. Bradley.
mission two or three hundred miles north of Ava, or to
came to the assistance of Gen. Cos, the Texians being in
MDCCCXXXV.
JAMES MILNOR, Sec’y. & General
No proposition to alter, or add to, the Can
join Bro. Jones in Siam. The brethren here have the
possession of the city took them prisoners, which in addi
Commercial Advertiser.
Agent of the Foreign Committee, &e. subject now under consideration.
ons of the Diocese, shall be considered by the
tion to those they had before taken, made in all 1300 men
The
persecutions
have
died
away
in
Rangoon
for
the
Distressing
news
from
Florida
--Yesterday
’
s
mail
brought
Convention, except at a stated meeting, and
with 2000 stand of arms, 39 pieces of cannon, and a large
present,
and
the
cause
of
our
blessed
Redeemer
in
Tanews,
by
way
ol
New
Orleans,
(which
place
it
had
reach

after one day's previous notice thereof, given in
of military stores, horses, camp equipments, etc.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE. voy and this place was never more flourishing. There ed by water) of the surprise and massacre, by the Seminole amount
which cannot fall short of $500,000 which is of great im
open Convention: nor (unless by unanimous
have been two recent baptisms here, and to-inorrow three Indians, of two whole companies of United States’ troops, portance to 'Texas at this time.
Diocese of NeIv-York---- The Journal of the late Con or four mote are expected to follow their Divine Master. consisting of 112 men, under the command of Major
consent,) until it shall have been reported on
Mr. Judson administers the ordinance. We regret leav Dade.
by a Committee of at least two clergymen and vention gives the following summary: —
The Council of the Geographical Society had awarded
Major Dade had set out with his troops, from Tampa to Capt. Back, the King’s annual premium, for his discov
two laymen. Nor shall such alteration or ad Baptisms. Reported from 86 Parishes and Missionary ing this field, but the path of duty seems to lead another
way.
Pray
for
us.
Stations
(adults,)
hay
to
Camp
King,
to
join
General
Clinch,
when,
on
the
eries,
particularly for that of a large river running 500
- 290
dition be adopted during the same Convention,
Mr. Simons is expecting to proceed to join Bro. Kin morning of the 28th December, at 8 or 9 o’clock, being miles beyond the Great Slave Lake.
From 124 Parishes and Missionary Sta
it two thirds of the members present shall not
tions (infants,)
2132 caid at Ava, unless government should throw some in the third or fourth day of their march, they were sui roun
His majesty’s brigantine Buzzard, of three guns a-d
surmountable obstacles in his way. Bro. Hancock is ded by a large body of Indians, supposed to number 800
concur therein; but in such case the same (un
From 25 Parishes and Missionary Sta
tions (not specified,)
less negatived by a majority of the votes) shall
204 expected here from Calcutta in all this month. He went to 1000 and were cut to pieces. Only three men of the 112 fifty men, sailed from Spithead on the 4th of September
to procure a new font of Burman, Taling and Karen escaped, badly wounded, to recount the lamentable history 1834, and n. less than twelve months she has captured one
lie over for consideration till the next annual
thousand nine hundred and thirty-five slaves, all intended
Total,
of the butchery of their fellow-soldiers.
2626 types.”—Boston Watchman.
meeting of the Convention.
Major Dade was shot off his horse on the commencement for the Havana market. This number of captures far ex
Sunday Scholars. Reported from 63 Paceeds
that made by the famed Black Joke.
Renunciation of Protestantism__ We find in the Ca of the attack. Capts Gardner and Fraser"soon after fell
lushes and Missionary Stations,
CANON XV.
7.508 tholic Herald a letter from Pierce Connelly, addressed to mortally wounded, and their scalps were taken by the sav.
Confirmed,
Repealing of former Canons.
646 Bishop Otey, of Tennessee, on the occasion of his resign ages. Lieutenants Bassinger, Henderson Mudge, and
Nolice.
Reported from 128 Parishes
ing the charge of the Episcopal church at Natchez "in Kaeys, and Dr. Gatlin, Surgeon to the detachment, were
Aii former Canons of this Convention are Marriages.
The stockholders of the Western Protestant Episcopal
and Missionary Stations,
1036
which
he
states
that
his
faith
in
Protestantism
is
shaken,
all slain. Lieutenant Bassinger was wounded on the onset Press are requested to meet at Gambier on the first Friday
hereby repealed.
Communicants. Reported from 118 Par.
and strongly intimates his intention of throwing himself and was discovered by a negro in the party of savages,
1concluded. ;
ishesand Missionary Stations, as added,
1166 into the arms of Holy Mother. The incoherence of tbe crawling off to a place of concealment, Riid tomahawked. of February next, at 1 o’clock P. M.
By order of the Executive Committee.

cancy in the Episcopate from the Standing
Committee; and lay readers shall in all cases
conform to the provisions of the 11th Canon of
the General Convention.
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tions as present number,
Funerals. Reported from 135 Parishes
and Missionary Stations,
Candidates for Orders, (22 of whom are
Students of the General Theological
Seminary.)
Orduined, (12 Deacons, 20 Priests,)
Number of Clergy,
Churches Consecrated,
■
New Parishes admitted into union with
the Convention,
Oryanized Congregations,
Collections.
For the General Fund of the Education
and Missionary Society of t1 e Diocese,
reported from 27 Parishes and Missionary Stations,
For Missionary purposes, reported from 97
Parishes and Missionary Stations,
For Education purposes, reported from 50
Parishes and Missionary Stations,
For tlie Episcopal Lund, reported from 81
Parishes and Missionary Stations,
For the Diocesan L’und, reported from 93
Parishes and Missionary Stations,
For the auxiliary New-York. Bible and
Common l’rayer-hook Society, report
ed from 6 Parishes and Missionary Stations,
For the Protestant Episcopal Tract Soci
ety, reported from 8 Parishes and Missionary Stations,
For the Young Men’s Auxiliary Educa
tion and Missionary Society, reported
from one congregation,
For the New-York Protestant Episcopal
City Mission Society, reported from one
congregation,
For the General Theological Seminary,
reported, from 16 Parishes and Missionary Stations,
For the General Protestant Episcopal
Sunday-school Union, reported from 10
Parishes and Missionary Stations,
For the Board of Missions of the Pro
testant Episcopal Chtireh in the Unit
ed States, reported from 22 Parishes
and Missionary Stations,
L’or various objects connected with the
Church other than the above, or not
particularly specified, from 37 Parishes
and Missionary Stations,

10,630
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From the (London) Child’s Companion.

own death march, clothed in his burial robes,
surrounded by friends assembled to perform the
HYMN FOR THE NEW-YEAIt.
last sad offices of affection, and to weep over
Behold, another year
From the Catholic Herald.
him in the last sad hour—no, not by these, but
Now dawns upon our sight!
Before us all its days appear,
by soldiers with bristling bayonets and loaded j
ALL IS VANITY.
With
expectation bright.
muskets, urged by stern command to do the
How frail iajoy—how soon’t is past—
violence
of
death
to
a
fellow-soldier
;
as
he
sur

And
yet
we cannot tell
It fades before life’s wintry blast,
But this may prove our last;
Like some fair flower—
veys the multitude, he beholds no look of ten
And lix our doom to heaven or hell,
We meet—and heart is knit to heart,
derness, no tear of sensibility; he hears no plaint
To-morrow—and we’re doom d to part,
Before its days are past.
of
grief;
all,
all
is
stern
as
the
iron
rigor
of
the
To meet no more.
Oh let us not presume,
law which decrees his death. And who made
And yet, how fondly still ^e deem,
Nor think of life secure!
that law ? It is the work of hard necessity, and
Each pang that we have felt, a dream
Disease may soon our health consume,
as such is just. But, alas, who created that ne
Already flown—
And uooe have power to cure*
We seize joy’s sparkling cup again,
cessity? The guilty passions, the pride, the
Or we may lose our breath.
And madly hope its draughts to drain,
vain-glory, the false honor of men! The voice
By some more sudden stroke;
When lo! t is gone.
of that blood will soon cry from the ground—
For God can send us quick to death,
And thus, alas; ’twill’never prove;
whom shall it accuse? It will complain, not of
If we his wrath provoke.
For earthly bliss and earthly love
the sentence of the law, but of guilty war, cher
Great God! to thee we pray;
Will soon decay.—
ished by human will and pride. And whose are
Our follies past forgive;
There’s nothing lovely—nothing bright,
O
may we know and choose the way,
that
will
and
pride
?
To
whom
shall
that
widow
Which death and sorrow will not blight,
And serve thee while we live!
And tear away.
and those orphans look as the authors of their
desolation? Whom shall the spirit of this poor
And when we come to die,
Then let not the delusive strain,
Do thou our spirits take,
soldier meet at the judgment, and charge with
Of fairy hopes deceive again,
To dwell with thee above the sky,
With dreams of bliss—
this guilt ?
For our Redeemer’s sake!
’Tis found on that bright sunny shore,
Amid reflections like these, we arrived at the
Where death and sorrow wound no more';
place
of
execution,
a
large
open
field,
in
whose
But not on this.
centre a heap of earth, freshly thrown up, mark
Abridged from the New Orleans Observer.
ing the spot of the deseiter’s grave. On this
^EXECUTION OF a DESERTElt.
THE DYING CHRISTIAN CHILD.
field the whole force then at the cantonment,
BY A LATB OrrtCIH IN Ills UNITED RATKS AttMV.
On a Lord’s day at the interval of public wor
amounting to many hundred men, was drawn
In civilized countries, where war is reduced up in the form of a hollow square with the side ship, Mr. and Mrs. D. requested the pastor to
to a science and a profession, the strictest dis beyond the grave vacant. The executioners, visit them, adding—“Our little daughter wishes
cipline, enforced by penalties of the greatest se eight in number, had been drawn by lot. No you to come and talk with her, for she thinks
verity, is required as a substitute for the fcro- soldier would volunteer for such a duty. Their that she will not live long.” Though the pastor
cious^passions and the deadly hate ’which, in muskets had been charged by the officer of the felt a sense of self-reproach that he had not be
savage nations, are found competent to the work day—seven of them with hall, the eighth with fore visited the interesting family and pious
of destruction. The dire work of war cannot
powder alone. Thus prepared, they were plac child, he inquired and found that she talked
be accomplished, when men fight from mere ed together, and each executioner takes his much of the minister, read much in the Bible,
professional motives, or in obedience to their choice. Thus each may believe that he has the in tracts, and Sabbath-school books, and de
rulers, without a system of the most rigorous blank cartridge, and therefore has no hand in lighted in the conversation and prayers of Chris
compulsion. The weakness, the tender sensi the death of his brother soldier—striking indi tians. He promised soon to visit them, and in a
bilities, even many of the outward vices, must cations of the nature of the service.
lews days afterwards entered the dwelling of
be subjected to this system—individual volition
little Jane D. After one of those cordial wel
The coffin was placed parallel with the grave,
must be suppressed—and the whole army move
comes that tell to the heart far more than elo
like so many machines, only as the will of some and about two feet distant. In the intervening quence of words, and the preacher was seated
space
the
prisoner
was
directed
to
stand.
'
He
controlling agency shall direct. With the dread
near the couch of the sick child, the mother re
ful severities, not to say atrocities, of this sys desired permission to say a word to his fellow- marked, “She was afraid you would not come
soldiers
;
and
thus
standing
between
his
coffin
tem, I believe the community at large are very
to see her, because you have so many to visit
little acquainted. Sometimes, indeed, the se and his grave, warned them against desertion, and so much to do.”—“ Ma!” said the little girl,
continuing
to
speak
until
the
officer
on
duty,
verity falls on one illustrious by birth, or for
“ I knew Mr. A. would pray for me when you
tune, or character—an Andre, an Asgil, a with his watch in his hand, announced to him in told me how he remembered me in his prayer
a
low
voice,
Two
o'clock,
your
last
moment
is
at
Hayne—and then public sympathy and com
last Sunday: but I thought be might be too busy
miseration are excited, and the cruel severity of hand—you must kneel upon your coffin. This in his other works to come and see a little child
done,
the
officer
drew
down
the
white
cap,
so
as
the laws of war deplored. But the fate of the
—-but he has come, and I hope he will pray
poor private soldier, who is generally the victim to cover the eyes and most of the face of the with us all, and tell us how we may serve the
prisoner
—
still
continuing
to
speak
in
a
hurried
of such severity, is rarely known beyond the
Lord, so that when I die you and pa will not be
circle of his family, or his fellow soldiers—spec oud and agitated voice. The kneeling was the sorry. I am glad he has come to day, for I have
tators or actors in the melancholy tragedy.— signal for the executioners to advance. They sent by brother to Miss s. to come and see me
Believing that a more general knowledge, among had before, to avoid being distinguished by the to-day, and bring with her all my little school
the citizens, of the scenes of the camp, and a prisoner, stood intermingled with the soldiers mates. Won’t it be right, ma, for Mr. A. to
more perfect acquaintance with the particulars who formed the line. They now came forward, talk to them and pray with them?’ “ Yes, my
which make up the compound of war, will have inarching abreast, and took their stand a little to dear,” said her mother, “but you talk too much:
the left, about two rods distant from their living
a tendency to diminish the warlike spirit, I shall
it weakens you, and you had better hear Mr.
relate a scene which occurred in the last war mark. The officer raised his sword. At this A.” “ O! I will, ma: but I do want him to talk
signal, the executioners took aim. He then gave
with England, and of which I was an eye-wit
a great deal, and tell the school children how
a blow on a drum that was at hand; the execu
Jesus loved little children and took them in his
ness.
tioners all fired at the same instant. The mise
In 1814, I was stationed, with a detachment
arms, and laid his hands upon them and blessed
rable man, with a horrid scream, leaped from
of U. S. troops, at Greenbush, in the state of
the earth, and fell between his coffin and his them.” Her manner was animated, though she
New York. One morning, several prisoners, con
grave. The serjeant of the guard, a moment was exceedingly weak; the feelings of the min
fined in the provost guard-house, were brought
ister were too tender to talk much and Jane
out to hear the sentence which a court martial after, dint him through the head with a musket was left to rest, while the family and Mr. A. re
had annexed to their delinquencies, read on pa reserved for this purpose in case the execution tired to another apartment to dine. Here Mr.
rade. Their appearance indicated that their lot ers failed to produce instant death. The ser A. learned that Jane was about 7 years old—
had already been sufficiently hart1. On some jeant from motives of humanity, held the muz that for more than a year she had manifested a
long confinement, and on all the severity of the zle of his musket near the head—so near that deep interest in the things of religion, and a
prison house had enstamped its impression.— the cap took fire—and there the body lay upon great fondness for prayer.
They looked dejected at this public exposure, the face—the head emitting the mingled fumes
She possessed a juvenile library of many vo
and anxious to learn their fate. I had never of burning cotton and burning hair. O war, lumes, consisting mostly of the publications of
seen the face of any of them before, and only dreadful even in thy tenderness—horrible even the Tract and Sunday school Societies. These
knew that a single one of them had been ad in thy compassion I
I was desired to perform my part of the cere with her Bible, were her companions, counsel
judged to death. Soon, as their names were
lors and friends in sickness and solitude, for
called and tlie'r sentences announced, I discern mony; and placing my hand where just before
much of the time her parents were necessarily
ed, by his agony and gestures, the miserable the pulse beat full, and the life flowed warm,
absent, attending to the duties of the farm and
man on whom that sentence was to fall—a man and finding no symptom of either, I affirmed, he
of the household.
in the bloom of youth, and the fulness of health is dead. The line then marched by the body,
On returning to the room, we found Jane
as it lay upon the earth, the head still smoking—
and vigor.
Prompted by feelings of sympathy, I called that every man might behold for himself the had just awoke from sleep, her cheek too clear
ly exhibited the bright red spots, set in contrast
next morning to see him in prison. There, chain fate of a deserter.
Thus far, all had been dreadful indeed, but with the paleness of the other parts of the face,
ed by the leg to the beam of the guard house,
he was reading the Bible, trying to prepare him solemn, as it became the sending of a spirit to that tell of mortal disease. She was raised up
self, as lie said, for the fatal hour. I learned its dread account; but now the scene changes. in her bed while a portion of Scripture was read
from him the circumstances of his case. He I he whole band struck up with uncommon ani and a prayer offered. An hour passed in con
was the father of a family—having a wife and mation, our national air (Yankee Doodle,) and versation upon the,character, hopes, and pros
three young children, thirty or forty miles dis to its lively measures we were hurried back to pects of those who are the children of God, in
tant from the camp. Ilis crime was desertion, our parade ground. Having been dismissed, the all of which little Jane took an interesting and
of which he had been three times guilty. His commander of the post sent an invitation to all intelligent part. She possessed much Scriptu
only object in leaving the camp, in the last in the officers to meet at his quarters, whither we ral knowledge, had clear views, and apparent
stance, was to visit his wife and children. Hav repaired, and were treated to a glass of gin and experience of her heart’s deceitfulness and cor
ing seen that all was well with them it was his water. Thus this melancholy tragedy ended in ruption, and gave delightful evidence of the re
intention to return. But whatever was his in what seemed little better than a farce—a fair newing power of the Holy Ghost. Her feelings
tention, he was a deserter, and as such, taken and specimen, the former of the dread severity—the towards her parents and little brothers were ex
brought into the camp—manacled, and under latter of the moral sensibilities which prevail in ceedingly tender and affectionate; and she was
the guard of his fellow-soldiers. The time be the camp. Do scenes such as these which I very anxious to avoid any thing that was pain
tween the sentence and its execution was brief have described, enter the minds of those who ful to them. Very often when she spoke of
—the authority in whom alone was vested the have the chief agency in involving their respec her distressing cough and difficulty of breath
power of reprieve or pardon, distant. Thus he tive countries in war ? Do they ever flit across ing, she would observe that they wept, and
had no hope, and only requested the attendance the imagination of the statesman, while he is would endeavour, as if forgetting her own suf
of a minister of the gospel, and permission to talking loudly of insult to his country’s honor— ferings to comfort them. Her hope was clear,
see his wife and children. The first part of the of the splendor of military glory, of the neces and based upon the evidence that she loved the
request wa9 granted, but whether he was per sity of warlike action, to wipe off imputations Lord Jesus, and trusted her all in his hands.—
mitted or not to see his family, I do not now upon the national courage ? Do they ever cast When asked, if she did not fear to die?—she
their dismal shade over the glowing picture of said, I think I should not be afraid if pa and ma
remember.
Dreading the hour of his execution, I resolv chivalry, which, in the ardor of passion, rises to would not cry so. Turning upon this to the
ed, if possible, to avoid being present at the his vision ? Are they entertained in the concep preacher, she said, “ do comfort them when I
scene. But the commander of the post, Col. tions of those who without examination, rej’ect am gone, I know that I shall go to the Lord
L- -, sent me an express order to attend, that, as idle dreams, all plans for the adjustment of Jesus, and when they die they will come there
agreeably to the usages of the army, I mighL international difficulties without resort to war too, and we will all praise the Lord together.”
in my official capacity of surgeon, see the sen and deride as visionary all specific action for
Soon afterwards, Miss S. her teacher, and
tence fully executed.
introducing the principles of a better morality her school of small children arrived, according
The poor fellow was taken from the guard into the code of international law? Do the to Jane’s invitation.-Their conversation it would
house to be escorted to the fatal spot. Before great mass of men, ever eager at the voice of be vain to attempt to relate; though it would
him was his coffin—a box of rough pine boards their leaders to cause the standard of war to be be pleasing to do so, could the writer convey
—borne on the shoulders of two men. The upreared, know in reality What IVar is? No — to paper its simplicity and pathos, and the feel
prisoner stood with his arms pinioned, between no.—American Advocate of Peace.
ing it produced in his mind. Jane told them
two clergymen—a white cotton gown, or wind
she should soon die—that she wished to see
ing sheet, reached to his feet. It was trimmed
them, and tell them to love the Saviour—to
JUVENILE.
with black, and had attached to it,over the place
pray to him to give them new hearts, for all their
of the real heart, the black image of a heart—
hearts were bad. ‘ You have not a bad heart,
CHILDREN GATHERING FLOWERS
the mark at which the executioners were to aim.
have you Jane?’ said a little girl in the compa
IN THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH YARD OF NEW SARUM.
On his head was a cap of white, also trimmed
ny. ‘0 yes,’ said Jane, ‘a very bad heart; but
By Archdeacon Bowles.
with black. His countenance was blanched to
I hope the Lord has pardoned my sins, and
When Summer comes, the little children play
the hue of his winding-sheet, and his frame
In the church-yard of our Cathedral gray,
given me a new heart: for now I love God and
trembled with agony. He seemed resolved,
Busy as morning bees, and gathering flowers
am not afraid to die.
however, to suffer like a soldier. Behind him
In the brief sunshine. They of coining hours
Her bookg and various articles of dress, which
Reek not, intent upon their play. The time
were a number of prisoners, confined for various
Speeds like a spectre by them, and their prime
she designated, were brought to her. To each
Bears on to sorrow.
of the scholars she gave some present as a token
soldiers, with lixed bayonets and loaded mus
Angel, cry aloud!
of her affection,—urging them to seek the Lord
kets. My station was i„ the rear of the whole.
Tell them of life’s long winter,—of the shroud !
Our procession, thus r„tmed
j
while he may be found. She asked Mr. A. to
No! let them play—for age, alas ! and care
talk with them also; but for a time he could not,
feeling and in low voices on the part of the offl.
Too soon will frown, to teach them what they are.
for his heart was too full.
He again bowed
cers, we moved forward with slow and
Then let them play, but come with aspect bland,
Come Charity, and lead them by the hand;
down with them all in prayer, feeling that it
cd steps to the tune of the death march (It
Come faith, and show amid life’s saddest gloom,
Castle,) played with muffled drums and moan
was good to be there. To Miss S. Jane said,
A light from heaven that shines beyond the tomb.
ing fifes. The scene was solemn beyond the
‘Do, Miss S. seek the Lord! I have prayed for
When they look up, and high in air admire
power of description. A m in in the vigor or
you a great deal, and will pray still more.’ Miss
I he lessening shaft of that aerial spire,
life walking to his grave,—to the tune of his
S. wept, kissed her pale cheek, and with her
t,’®,r thoughts uplifted from the sod,
*r« utne’sbrief flowers they gather, to their God!
pupils, took her last leave of her little friend__

PO ETR Y.

Mr. A. too soon after bade the little precious
child adieu.
But he saw Jane no more till death had re
leased her from the cares and pains of time.—
His next visit to the house of Mr. D. was to pay
the last sad duties to the remains of the de
parted child. At the funeral he learned that
as she sunk in strength, she seemed to rise in
faith and hope. And that her end was peace.
These facts the preacher still loves to call to
remembrance, for the writer is the same Mr.
A.

MISCELLANY.
THE DISPUTE WITH FRANCE.

system here, to prove we had no constitution till the
gles with James and Charles procured us one. Andhefos'
contrived an effectual way to support liis system, by
riingthe history of England with Henry VII., and shut',
tiny out all that preceded, by assuring his reader that the
earlier history is worth no one’s while to inquire after__
Should you not take notice of this address? I take it'for
granted you will read his history—say nothing of it till ,’t
he published, for I engaged iny word to Millar to be si\vnt
about it till that time.
All you say of Malbranche is strictly true: he is an ad.
mirable writer. There is something very different in the
fortune of Malbranche and Locke. When Malbranche
first appeared, it was with a general applause and admira.
tion; when Locke first published his essay, he had hardly
a single approver. Now Locke is universal, and Maibranchesunk into obscurity. All this, may he easily ac
counted for. The intrinsic merit of either was out of the
question. But Malbranche supported his first appearance
on a philosophy in the highest vogue, that philosophy has
been overturned by the Newtonian, and Malbranche has
fallen with his master. It was to no purpose to tell the
world that Malbranche could stand without him. The
public never examines so narrowly. Not but there was
another cause sufficient to do the business, and that is his
debasing his noble work with his system of seeing all things
in God. When this happens to a great author, one half
ot his readers out of folly, the other out of malice, dwell
only on the unsound part, and forget the other, or use all
their arts to have it forgotten.
•
.
This has been the very fate of Baxter. His noble
inonstration has been neglected, because he wrote of dream,
iny.
, , , ,,
'2
But the sage Locke supported himself by no system on
the one hand,- nor, on the other, did he dishonour himself
by any whimsies: the consequence of which was, that nei
ther following the fashion nor striking the imagination, he
first had neither followers nor admirers: but being every
where clear, and everywhere solid, he at length worked his
way, and afterward was subject to no reverses. He was not
affected by the new fashions in philosophy, who leaned up
on none of the old; nor did he afford ground for the af
ter-tracks of envy and folly by some fanciful hypothesis;
which when grown stale are the most nauseous of all things.
[ Churchman.

The London Courier has a homely account of our quar rel with France, from a Paris correspondent, which shows
that the real state of the affair is well understood abroad—
that common sense and common honesty is not altogether
banished from refined Europe by the subtleties of hollowhearted diplomacy. The correspondent of the London
print tells truth in a story of common life, where alone it
can be seen in its true light.— Globe.
Once upon a time (as the Children say) there was a man
named Stubbs, who had a good many sheep of his own, and
he let his sheep go a-feeding on t’le hills, and on the com
mons, which were called sheep-walks, and where he had a
right to let them go if he thought fit, for these sheep-walks
were public property. And there was another man named
“Prig,” who had a good many sheep too, and he let his
sheep go on the same sheep-walks, and fed and run with
the sheep of Stubbs. But as they were not the only far
mers who had their sheep on the hills and on the commons
it came to pass, in the process of time, that quarrels arose
between “Prig,” and other shepherds, and in the course of
the quarrels, Stubbs had a good many of his sheep lost,
cribbed, or seized, or impounded, or taken away by “Prig.”
Now “Prig” made no secret of his doings, and did not
purloin, but took openly what he did take; still it was not
less true that Stubbs lost his sheep, and that he had noth
ing at all, in truth and in fact, to do with the quarrels of
“Prig” and (he shepherds, which gave rise to the loss of
Cowper.—In an exceedingly well writtenand interesting
his sheep. And so when the quarrels of “Prig” and the article in the North American Review for January, 1836,
shepherds were all settled, Mr. Stubbs said to “Prig’’ I on the subject of “ British Poetry at the close of the last
have a small account to settle with you for the sheep you century,” which we are informed is from the pen of O. W.
took of mine during your late quarrels with the shepherds.
But “Prig” put off' the settlement of the account from B. Peabody of Boston, are the following beautiful and just
remarks on ihe iliaracter and the productions on the Poet
year to year, till he died, and so left the matter uusettled. Cowper:
But Stubbs was not to he defeated by death, and so he ad
“ The brief and melancholy career of Burns terminated
dressed himself to the next of kin to “Prig,” and said,
at the age of thirty-seven; but there is little probability
your relative owed me a large sum of money for sheep that,
with his fierce spirit and consuming passions, added
he took of mine, and as you inherit all his property, you
must pay his debts. To this demand “ Prig’s successors to the misery of blighted hope, length of days would have
made a good many objections, but at last, after several much enhanced his renown, or that his later years would
have fulfilled the rich promise of the spring. In beautiful
years of negotiation, it was finally agreed on, that Stubbs contrast
with him, stands his contemporary, Cowper,—tru
should receive £100 for the sheep which “Prig” had ori ly a mail of God,—held in reverence by all, who love to see
ginally taken, and which he bonafide owed for.
high talent in delightful union with the amiable virtues;
But when the moment came to pay the money, these by all who sympathize with a meek and lowly spirit, crush
great-great-great-step-nephews of “Prig” insisted upon it ed by the heaviest calamity under which humanity is ever
that Stubbs’s grand-children (for Stubbs had died too) called to suffer, yet always breathing out from the depth of
should declare that “Prig” and all his descendants were all his affliction his accents of love to God, and good will to
honorable men, and that they had never meant to “ Png” mail.
the sheep and not to pay for them; but that Mister Pi ig
Ilis multiplied biographers have made his personal histo
and all bis family were the pink <>t honor an
ones y.—
Year after year was his fine in
Stubh’s grand-children, if they bad not been complete dolts, ry familiar to all readers.
and idiots, would certainly have gratified “Prig’s” great- tellect shrouded by insanity, and when the close of life drew
great- step-nephews with such a declaration ; for though if nigh, his condition realized the idea of the dark valley of
“Prig” and Stubbs had themselves been Jiving it would the shadow of death. Ilispeculiai sensitiveness combined
have been very difficult to have got the latter to make such with the infirmities of a very delicate frame, compelled
a declaration to the former, after so many years of refusal him early to retire from the agitation of the world, into
to pay, yet really when “ Prig” and his sons, and Stubbs deep seclusion,—there, like a river in the wilderness, un
and his sons, were long since dead and buried, it was the seen ot man, but reflecting the bright blue sky of Heaver,
stupidest thing in the world, when £100 was in the case, from its bosom, his days passed tranquilly away. But hi;
to make many words, or pick many bones about a certifi solitude was not the cold and selfish seclusion of the an
cate for the honor of the family. Yet so it was, that chorite; it did not chill the current of his generous affec
Stubb’s grand-children were very rich, and would not grat tions; and his sorrows, which were many, melted without
ify “Prig’s” great-great-step-nephews by such a declara hardening his heart. No man had ever stronger hold on
tion; so the £100 was not paid, and the parties would the hearts of those around him ; his unobtrusive charities,
have got from words to blows, and from blows to serious his tenderness for others, made his whole life an emblem
injuries, and perhaps loss of life, hut for the intervention of the influence of the faith, on which his soul was anchor
of a good honest neighbor named Mr. Bull. Now Mr. ed- Nothing can be more touching than the love with
Bull said to “Prig’s” great-great-step-nephews, and to the which lie clung to the remembrance of the mother, whom
grand-children of Stubbs, “Listen to me, my friends ; lie lost in infancy; bis allusions to her in his writings re
what matter is it to you whether the moon be or be not mind us of those addressed by Pope to the venerahle° par
made of green cheese.” “And they all answered, “No ent, who was spared to witness the noontide glories of his
matter at all. ’ “Nor, my friends, can it be any matter fame. And the memory of Mrs. Unwin—the excellent
to you whether your master, “Prig,” or your ancestor, friend who watched him through that painful suffering,
Stubbs, were or were not the most honest men in the uni when the burden of affection ceases to he light and easy,
verse. You, the step-nephews of “Prig,” are all'honora and the love of many waxes cold—is indissolubly boinit/
ble men; and you, the grandsons of Stubbs, you are the with his. Under every aspect, and in all its relations, the
same. The one claim no more than is due, and the other character of Cowper may be studied with profit and de
pay that which their ancestor owed. Do not, then, trou light.
ble yourselves about these matters, but shake hands and be
His genius was as bold and original as bis character was
good friends.” So. Mr. Bull succeeded, and the “Prigs” pure and bumble, 'l’here is not one of the poets of his
and the Stubbs were good friends and neighbors through country who owed less to those who went before him; the
many generations.
path in which he adventured was his own, and he trod it
And now my Lord Palmerston, here is the case in point. with a just and manly confidence in his own powers. His
Do be John Bull. Take hold of susceptible France with poetry is a faithful transcript of his own thoughts and feel
one hand, and of “Yankee Doodle” with the other, and ings, as his descriptions are living copies of the scenery
say to the former, America never doubted your honor, and and objects around him. Sometimes he ventures into the
to the latter, France had never any intention of robbing or domain of satire,- perhaps too frequently; though his rid
insulting you. 1 know you both.
icule is never personal, it is not always in perfect harmony
with the prevailing gravity of his theme. He makes no
Idleness may get to be a Di'sease----A man, dressed efforts to produce effect; the effect which he does produce
in rags, haggard, and marked with misery, once approach arises not from highly wrought passages, but from the gen
ed a rich man, and begged for a few pence. “But why do eral strain and tenor of his writings; indeed he is so natu
you beg?”—said the rich man. “ I am afflicted with a ral and unpretending, that the very absence of apparent ef
secret disease,” said the beggar, “and shame prevents my fort sometimes causes the reader to lose sight of the extent
naming it to you.” “Let us step aside,” said the rich man ! and versatility of his genius. Yet his powers were vast and
“and tell me your disease: if it is in my power I will re ! varied. Now he utters the grand and melancholy warn
lieve you.” They stepped aside, and the pauper opened his ings of the Hebrew prophets; now bis inimitable humor
robe. But the rich man could discover no evidence of dis flashes out with singular attraction; presently, familar
ease. “Listen,” said the beggar. “My disease does not scenes are brought most vividly before us in his graphic
Show itself on the skin; it lurks in my bones, it infects my descriptions. Under all circumstances, he awakens a deep
blood; it reigns over my nerves and sinews. It restrains interest in the welfare of his race, and the loftiest aspira
my efforts, it paralyses my body and mind; it makes me tions for their intellectual and social freedom. Other po
weak, imbecile, useless. It makes me a wretch—it makes ets had looked upon religion as the rock of the desert,—
me what you see me—a beggar.” “ What is this horrid Cowper struck that rock as with the prophet’s rod and
disease?” said the rich man. “ It is indolence,” said the made it flow with healing waters. He transplanted’ new
subjects into the domain of poetry, and made them flour
pauper.—Parley's Almanac for 1836.
ish with unwonted beauty. Who, before him, ever called
up with such effect the images of domestic life and the re
Cave Temples in India.—The late campaigns in India collections of the happy fireside? Who, before him, ever
occasioned the discovery of a series of cave temples, the spread over outward nature the chastened light of religious
existence of which was previously unknown to Europeans, feeling, which makes it lovely as our own autumnal land
or the more intellectual classess of natives. The pursuit of scape, under the sweet influence of the Indian Summer?”
some refractory Bheels in the direction of Arguan led to
the caverns in which these people had taken refuge, which
THE OBSERVER
were found to be very splendid excavations dedicated to the
performance of Budhistic worship. Many of the interior
decorations were composed of paintings in a bold and florid TERMS—Two Hollars per annum, if paid in advance,
style, the colours being perfectly uninjured by time. The
and Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six
figures represented in the paintings are described to be Per
months. ’ No subscriptions received for a 1 ess term than
sian, both in dress and feature, and the female countenan
one year. No papers- discontinued until alljarrearages
ces especially are said to possess great beauty. Some of the
are paid, except at the option of the publishers.
borders of these compartments are of the richest blue, as Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued,
fresh as when they were first painted on the walls__ Pres
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
byterian.
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
tion, otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
*#*
All communications relative to this paper, inustbe
From Warburton’s Letters.
directed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
hume’s essays.
Co. Ohio
There is an epidemic madness among us; to-day we
LIST OF AGENTS.
burn with the feverish heat of superstition, to-morrow we D Tra,T
Oh «
stand fixed and frozen in atheism. Expect to hear that the rnlVii?mnAViUlYAN................... Windsor,
Churches are all ciowded next Friday; and that on Satur ffev. AnVA. SANFOIU>,.............. Portsmouth,
Columbus,
day they buy up Hume’s new essays; the first of which (and Rev .WM. PRESTON, .............
Rev. G. DENISON, .......................... Newark.
please you,) is The Natural History of Religion; foi which GEORGE
BEATTY, ...
..... Steubenville,
I will trim the rogue’s jacket, at least sit upon his D. H. BUELL,................................. Marietta,
skirts, as you will see when you come hither, and find his ^YhVESTEfl P. ALDERMAN,.. Windsor,
J. W. SCHUCKERS........................ Wooster,
1
margins scribbled over. In a word, the essay is to estab DORSON
EDWARDS,................ ’?ayt0?,’- -o
I
lish an atheistic naturalism, like Bolingbroke; and he goes Dr. ASA COLEMAN,................... Troy, Miami Co.
“
T. DAVENPORT....................... Circleville
upon one of Bolingbroke’s capital arguments, that idolatry JRev. B. I. HAIGHT ..................... Cincinnati.
“
and polytheism were before the worship of the one God. Rev. E. W. FEET,........................... Chillicothe.
It is full of absurdities: and here 1 come in with him - for ROWLAND CLAP.......................... Cuyahoga Fails,
WILLIAM HUNT.......................... Urbana,
they show themselves knaves; but, as you will observe to JOHN
HANFORD,........................ Middlebury,
do their business, is to show them fools. They say this F. E. KIRTLAND,.......................... Maumee,
man has several moral qualities. It may be so. But there Rev. II. S. SMITH............................ Liverpool.
G. V. WILLARD,........................... Medina,
are vices of the mind as well as body; and a wicked Rev.
ERASTUS BURR,............. . Worthington,
heart, and more determined to do public’mischief, 1 think JOSEPH BASSETT,........................ Canfield,Trumbull Co.
I never knew. This essay basso much provoked me, that Rev. A. GUION.................................. Piqua.
JOHNS....................... Mansfield.
I have a great deal to say to him occasionally on other ac BENJAMIN
WILLIAM A KRUG ................. Hamilton, Butler Co.
counts.
EBEN BOULT,......... ....................... Norwalk,
Rev. J. I’. BA USMAN.................... Delaware,
Hume's History—As to Hume’s history, you need not Rov
E. BOYDEN, ........................... Cleveland,
fear the being forestalled by a thousand such writers But JOSIaH BARBER,........................ Brooklyn,
the fear is natural as I have oft felt, and have as oft experi Rev. S. A. BRONSON..................... Lancaster.
Rev. Win. ARMSTRONG,............. Wheeling, A a,
enced to he absurd.
1
CIIAS. WILTBEROEH,................ Washington, D. C.
■
Ilume has outdone himself in this new history, in show Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN, .................. Monroe,
“
“
ing his contempt of religion. This is one of those proof C. C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq............. Detroit,
N. LYSTER, .............................. Tecumseh,
charges which Arbuthnot speaks of in his treatise of noliti Rev.
Rev. WM. SUDDARDS,............... Philadelphia, Penn,
“
cal lying, to try how much the public will bear. If his his HENRY L. BOLLMAN,.............. Pittsburgh,
R. M. WHITE,.................................. New York.
tory be well received, I shall conclude that there is even an C.
GRISWOLD, ................................ Utica, New-York.
end of all pretence to rehgion. But I should think it will ROBERT JONES .............................. Crawfordsville, Indian*.
W. HASKINS,........................... . Boston, Mass.
not: because I fancy the good reception of Robertson’s
AD.AMS,..................................... Natchez, Miss.
proceeded from the decency of it. Hume carries on his C.W.
Rev. P. R. MIN Alii),........ ............. st Txiuis.MtMAuri.

